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Haig investigates
troop aid request
SAIGON (API • Cambodia's presi
dent was reported yesterday to have
requested the help of South Vietnamese
troops and warplanes to fight Communist forces which have taken over
much of his country and threaten the
capital of Phnom Penh.
President Nixon s special emissary.
Gen. Alexander M Haig Jr.. flew back
to Phnom Penh for a second visit yesterday night after a meeting in Saigon
with Premier Tran Thien Khiem It is
speculated they discussed the request
Haig s four-nalioo tour also has
taken him to Thailand and Laos for
what is described as an assessment of
the military, political and economic

situation in Indochina following the
Jan 27 Paris peace agreement
HAIG IS DUE back in Washington
today The White House said no major
announcement of a policy change on
Cambodia was expected
A final decision on any plea for help
in Cambodia was not likely before the
return to Saigon of President Nguyen
Van Thieu from his visit to the United
States and five European and Asian nations He is due back Saturday
But Thieu already has given ample
indication that he will not stand idly by
while Cambodia falls to the Khmer
Rouge insurgents and their North Viet-

Communist strength
grows in S. Vietnam
WASHINGTON (API - Communist
fighting strength in South Vietnam now
has matched levels of a year ago when
the North Vietnamese began their last
big offensive, the Pentagon said
yesterday.
In the weeks since the signing of the
Jan. 27 cease-fire.
Pentagon
spokesman Jerry W. Fnedheim said.
the northern provinces of South
Vietnam have become a military, if not
a political, extension of the Hanoi
government
Freidbeim declined to speculate on
whether the North Vietnamese plan to
use their newly infiltrated forces in
actual attack or for bargaining power
in a political contest with the Saigon
government
PRESIDENT NIXON has accused
the North Vietnamese of numerous
cease-fire violations and reminded
tbem he has used American air power
in responding to past infiltration of
men and supplies.
In a fresh appraisal of North
Vietnamese capabilities. Friedheim
said that since the cease-fire, the
North Vietnamese have sent about
30.000 troops into South Vietnam or
Cambodia. That raises their strength
in South Vietnam to between 140.000
and 170.000 men. he said
In the northern part of South
Vietnam, the Pentagon spokesman

said the North Vietnamese have set up
about 1.000 anti-aircraft guns
Around Khe Sanh. once a big I' S.
Marine base, the North Vietnamese
have installed eight to ten surface-toair missile sites to protect the big
airstrip there. Friedheim said
JUST NORTH of the demilitarized
zone, the North Vietnamese are
improving airstrips and making them
capable of landing Soviet MIG jets.
Friedheim said at a news conference.
American
intelligence sources
report about 700 North Vietnamese
trucks have been spotted coming down
the Ho Chi Minn trail over the past
week. They were estimated to carry
about 1.000 tons of artillery shells and
other ammunition.
Friedheim said about half the
approximately 500 tanks and other
armored vehicles now in South
Vietnam have rumbled down the trail
since the cease-fire.
Most of the troops and new weaponry
are in the crucial Quang in and Thua
Thien Provinces near the demilitarized
zone and areas northwest of Saigon
near the Cambodian border. Friedheim
said
Those are the areas from which
previous big attacks by the North
Vietnamese have come in previous
years

namese and Viet Cong allies
If Cambodia falls, it will be a threat
to Vietnam." said Thieu during his
US. visit.
Thieu noted that by the terms of the
Paris peace agreement North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces should
have withdrawn unconditionally from
Cambodia
BUT THEY STILL have an estimated 23.000 troops in the country,
both assisting the home-grown Khmer
Rouge insurgents and protecting their
own base areas and supply routes.
Thieu could argue that by sending his
own forces across the border he would
be no more in breach of the peace
agreement than the Communist side
If Thieu were convinced the Communists are determined to continue the
war against South Vietnam be might be
sorely tempted to launch an operation
into Cambodia.
It would have the triple purpose of
relieving pressure on the Cambodian
president. Lon Nol. sealing off a vital
channel for enemy supplies, and
occupying a region which has been a
traditional jumping off point for North
Vietnamese attacks into the Mekong
Delta rice bowl
THERE IS CONTINUING evidence
that the Communists are ignoring the
cease-fire agreement to send fresh
troops and war materiel into South
Vietnam.
A Pentagon spokesman in Washington said the North Vietnamese buildup
in the South since the January ceasefire has raised Communist strength
there to the level reached before last
year's costly offensive.
"It is our feeling they have essentially replaced their losses." spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim said
There is general agreement between
South Vietnamese and American
intelligence assessments that Hanoi is
preparing for extensive military operations.
With this in mind. Thieu may consider he has more to gain than lose by a
pre-emptive strike into Cambodia.
The situation in Phnom Penh was
eased somewhat yesterday by the reopening of Highway 4 to the port of
Kompong Som, 140 miles away on the
Gulf of Siam. and the arrival of a convoy of 184 trucks.

A little
early?

And you thought spring would never moke it These blooming Hewers outside
the Fine Arts Bldg. yesterday looked in the sun's rays— but only momentarily
The clear wreathe* was later pushed aside by cloudy skies and tnowtraties that
arse wanted to get into the act.

Auto industry gets 1 year
to meet pollution rules
WASHINGTON (API - The government yesterday granted the auto industry an additional year to meet the
tough 197S exhaust pollution standards.
However, it said it will impose
interim restrictions on the amounts of
pollutants permitted to spew out of
tailpipes of 1975 model year cars and
apply separate tougher standards for
cars sold in California
General Motors and Ford Motor Co
said the interim restrictions will be
difficult to attain
Consumer and environmental groups
denounced the year's delay as action
shirking a responsibility to the pulic
William D. Ruckelshaus. administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPAI. announced the deci
sion.

"COMPARED WITH today's cars."
Ruckelshaus said, "the reductions required in 1975 by this decision move us
for the non-California market half the
distance, and for the California market
two-thirds of the way to the 1975 standards ."
All domestic and most foreign car
makers cited technical and production
difficulties with the catalytic converter
in asking for the delay. The catalytic
converter is a cannister-like device
attached to the auto to insure cleaner
burning.
Ruckelshaus noted the reliance of
most automakers on the catalytic converter as the best means of meeting
the 1975 standards
THE INTERIM standards will re-

Larger staff 'top priority'

Police force understaffed
By Mary Wey
Staff Reporter

Margaret Meretti, sophomore (B.A.), helps distribute pieces of
the Union's birthday cake, during its 15th anniversary
Orsoacwtren yesterday.

With a police staff of 18. the University's Campus Safety operation is
lagging behind other Ohio University
forces in manpower. Dale Shaffer,
campus safety director, said Tuesday
"Police administrations are famous
for being undermanned." Shaffer said.
Both Kent State and Ohio universities have staffs of 36 officers, but the
departments include men not only in
police work, but in parking and other
safety services, Shaffer said.
With the University's present police
force, Shaffer said Campus Safety is
doing a decent job. but not as adequate
a job as desired.
He said the department could easily
use six or eight more policemen in
order to increase foot patrols of University grounds.
J. Claude Scheuerman, vice-president for operations, said increasing the
police force by one or two persons is
"one of the top priorities in the operations area."
Scheuerman said two more officers
are needed to adequately foot patrol
the campus between 6 p.m. and 2 a.m.
He said since Budget Council has not
granted operations additional money
next year, be plans to approach council
and ask for funds for more police protection.
If Budget Council turns down the
request, Scheuerman said "internal
shifting of funds" may be the answer to
increasing the police staff.
Scheuerman said besides providing
protection, the idea of having police
patrol the campus on foot is to show
students that policemen are human.

"not faceless military beings."
Scheuerman said he and Shaffer do
not favor the idea of police patrolling
inside dormitories, as other Ohio universities are doing.
Shaffer said he didn't want to begin
patrolling inside dormitories because
they "should be able to be controlled
without police."
"Housing units don't need police
walking halls." he said.

However, Shaffer said he would like
to see a campus security drug enforcement program initiated, but said it is
impossible with the present force.
Shaffer said he would also like to improve the general investigation area of
the department.
He said even if new programs are delayed. Campus Safety would still be
working at a bare minimum in terms of
manpower.

quire the installation of catalysis on all
domestic cars sold in California and on
some models nationwide in 1975.
Ruckelshaus said.
California was selected for tougher
restriction, he said, because it has the
most critical air pollution problems
He estimated the catalyst requirement would not result in a sticker price
rise greater than $45 per vehicle.
"We're hoping that cost is simply not
imposed on the California consumer."
he said. "It's my hope the auto companies spread the costs across the
line."
HENRY FORD II, chairman of the
board of Ford Motor Company, said the
interim standards are so tough it is
doubtful Ford can meet them with the
use of expensive, untried catalysts.
"We remain convinced that the statutory standards and timetable for 1976
are completely unattainable." Ford
said in a statement
Richard Gernstenberg.
General
Motors board chairman, said the interim standards will be most difficult
to attain and may well require the use
of catalytic converters nationally.
The major auto manufacturers had
asked for the one-year extension. They
were joined in the plea this week by the
United Auto Workers union, which said
it feared for the health of the auto
industry.
CONSUMER advocate Ralph Nader
said the EPA decision is "capitulation
to the domestic auto industry, plain
and simple."
The interim standards do not permit the attainment of air quality levels
sufficient to protect the public health
and welfare in numerous metropolitan
areas, "he said.

BGSU legal fees lowest
of schools under study
By Chris Smith
Staff Reporter
The University's $2.2770 expenditure
in 1972 for legal fees was the lowest
among the state universities now under
investigation by a state House committee.
Associated Press figures showed
Ohio State University spent the
greatest amount. 1121.543. and Cleveland State was second with $31,768
The Ohio House Finance Committee
is investigating legal expenditures at
all state universities The 1972 total
was $186,000.
This University paid $1,403 in 1972 for
legal fees for advice on areas such as
the student non-residency issue,
Richard Edwards, executive assistant
to th» nrpjidtrit. said >" „u:iuay.

AN ADDITIONAL $867 was spent for
legal counsel concerning Northern
Ohio Telephone's requested rate hike.
Elton Ringer, associate vice president
for operations, said.
"Since we are one of the largest
users of telephones in the city, we submitted a report to PUCO (Public Utilities Commission of Ohio I in an effort to
stop a rate increase," Ringer said.
Edwards said. "Our legal costs were
low last year because we haven't had
the legal entanglements that many
other state universities have faced.''
However, he said in the past few
years University legal fees have not
been so low.
During 1971. the University spent
$4,808 for general legal advice and
$9,671 for bonding counsel, which involved drawing up necessary legal

documents to bond University
buildings. Edwards said
IN IfTt legal expenditures were
$17,813 for bonding counsel, he said
Rep. John Wargo (D-Lisbonl said he
considers the universities' legal expenditures excessive and plans to submit
legislation placing the fees under the
supervision of the attorney general.
However. Edwards said the attorney
general does supervise legal counsel
for universities because he has the
power to appoint local attorneys as
their counsel and does so frequently.
Associated Press figures show legal
fees paid by other state universities
during 1972 were Akron University.
$23,033: Kent Stale. $21,592. Wright
State. $19,543: Ohio University.
$22,997 the Medical Cuiiege oi Ohio.
$12,145. and Miami University. $4.9(1.
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new adults?
Contradictions in the Ohio Senate's passage of a measure
reducing the age of adulthood to 18 are apparent.
The measure would permit persons between 18 and 21 to sue
arid be held liable for damages, marry without their parents'
consent, hold offices and sign contracts.
Yet the Senate voted against the provision permitting these
same people to purchase and consume any alcoholic beverage.
In considering the measure, the Senate apparently must
have concerned itself with the main question: are 18 year olds
mature?
And in passing the measure, they obviously saw them
mature enough to call them "adults."
In the past our federal government has indicated that it
perceives 18 year olds mature, as seen through military draft
policies and just last year in the lowering of the voting age to
18.
Now the Senate has endowed 18 to 21 year olds with new
adult freedoms, yet are still questioning their maturity.
The Senate is indirectly saying it respects 18 year olds
enough to call them adults, but questions the maturity of these
new "adults in their drinking practices.
By voting against the liquor proposal, the Senate is
outwardly displaying a feeling of distrust in these new adults.
The American system does not need any more inconsistencies. We urge the House of Representatives to remedy
these contradictions and move to support a system in full
support and trust of all its members.

let's hear from you
The BC News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
rolumni he no more than lour typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste
letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The BG News 108
University I'all

prison rehabilitation fails
By Imimi Abd.l-M.llk
Gacst Catamite t
In this changing world, the
regimentation we enlist ourselves
into...moving into different phases of
political awareness. Patterning
ourselves after the great "American
Idea", the great "American
Concepts", the great "American
Dream". What is the reality of all this?
Anyway back to the great American
ideas/concepU/dreams. The most
popular of these in today's world would
seem to be "penal reform".
This is without a doubt the new "hot
seat" of American society. There is
much confusion lending itself to "penal
reform".
WHAT IS IT REALLY?? What does
it consist of ???
As a prerequisite to this discussion,
let's first address ourselves to
Webster's definition of "reform" and
"rehabilitation".
Reform is stated as follows: 1.) to
make or become better by removal of
faults; IMPROVE, AMEND. 2.) to
induce to abandon evil ways, to
correct
Rehabilitation: 1.1 to restore to a
former capacity, rank, or right. 2.) to
put into good condition again.
NOW,...IS our present prison system
designed to rehabilitate or to punish?
The prison system cannot punish and
rehabilitate at the same time. It must
decide (o do one or the other.
The law of non-contradiction states
that "it cannot be and not be. at the
same time,
in the same
perspective...". An excellent guideline
to use in prison reform is to ask the
question, "Is this program to help the
inmate or to punish him?". We cannot
humanize a system within walls and
cages
There are many indications that this

present system is to hinder development, and to punish, rather than to
reform. After examining some of the
inhuman aspects of this prison system,
we'll come to the conclusion that "we
have no rehabilitation facilities".
That is a very broad statement...as
you see it. I will now begin to
demonstrate my point.
THE PRESENT PRISON system is
designed to keep and bold a prisoner
incommunicado by placing restrictions
upon his mailing and visiting. These
restrictions deny, obstruct and stymie
the prisoner's contact with free work)
society.
This is not a system that purports to
be preparing a prisoner for reentry
into society. Even family visits are
Inhuman.
Inmates must sit across tables to add
to the natural separation they face.
Some are asked to sign a document
promising not to 'kiss' or touch' while
on the visit. You are allowed to
embrace before and after the visit.
Rehabilitation or punishment?
HOSPITAL AND DENTAL care
always leave something to be desired.
There is no such thing as getting a
tooth filled
If the tooth aches, or needs a filling.

itjriust be pulled. Here they are much
too eager to pull teeth rather than to
fill them.
Rehabilitation or punishment?
Hospital care? Well, usually you are
rushed through 'general procedure'
and then turned loose. If you are lucky
you may see the doctor (who conies in
all of 10 hours a week for something
like S20.000.00 a year...). and bow much
medical assistance can you receive in 5
minutes?
USUALLY, INMATES are never ill
enough to see the doctor. And surely
grown men know when they are ill.
Who establishes the criteria for
sickness?
Rehabilitation or punishment?
There is growing concern over the
inability of prison guards to relate to
the inmates. Most of them are
mindless robots whose only purpose is
to lock and unlock doors.
Not why, just lock and unlock...Too
many of them see themselves as our
superiors (as in the case of OS R i
They hinder rather than help.
THEY ARE HERE to do a job.
which should not include striking,
swearing, or defacing another man. We
still have pride, and are no less equal
because of this situation.
Some of them need to be reminded
that part of their job is to relate to the

inmates-to make attempts at
understanding. Many of them go out of
their way to be 'real police', instead of
correction officers.
Employing CIA. tactics on the
ranges (I've seen many of them
sneaking up and down the ranges
peeking in the cells, then asking silly
questions...all of this for no known
reason.), enacting roles of part time
bullies, and that all too common
syndrome many officers have of being
"above" the inmates.
Rehabilitation or punishment?
OVER THE YEARS there have been
many changes in titles. We have gone
from convicts to prisoners, to inmates
to residents
However, with these changes in title,
there have been no accompanying
changes in treatment and bousing. It's
still cold, crowded, and dismal. New
paint on the walls is not considered
change.
Some people believe that you can't
teach an old horse new tricks. And
maybe it's this 'system' that needs
the oppressed. And the punished
certainly know what punishment is.
There have been no attempts to
rehabilitate anyone here. We know that
we are being punished. We need change
for one of George Washington's
vultures. AMERICA EATS ITS
YOUNG!!!!!

on the right

too many von hoffmans
By William F. Backlcy Jr.

Mr. Nicholas von Hoffman, a
!.i iilumnist lor the Washington Post of
'." Habelaisian appetite for anti. Itepublican grist, has calmly reported
; over the Columbia Broadcasting
System that he has discovered a reason
lot terminating the investigation into
Watergate
— The reason is this Nixon did it. He
w.cs the head of the burglary ring He
was thcGodlatherol the operation.
Ilul Quiet We mustn't go into the
question any further
WE MUST INSTANTLY staunch our
concern Because II we push the
investigation lurther. inevitably Nixon,
the prune mover, will be uncovered.
And if he is. he will be impeached
And if he is impeached, he will be
convicted And if he is convicted Spiro
Agnew will become President of the
United States, and this tribulation
Nicholas von Hoffman is not prepared
to endure, not even in the high cause of
justice
Accordingly he urges us to leave it as
>i is right now With that aposiopesis.
he drops the curtain on his tongue

CBS WILL BE recalled, among its
many services, as the network through
whose facilities Edward R. Murrow
professed the national humiliation
brought on by the wild charges of
Senator Joseph It McCarthy, who
never said about President Truman
that he personally superintended the
subversion of foreign policy McCarthy
labored to find the provenance of. CBS
ought not to be expected to practice, in
all its mansions, what it preaches-it
simply is not possible to do so and to
encourage journalistic spontaneity.
But although the argument is very
good indeed for CBS declining to
censure Mr. von Hoffman's
defamations against Richard Nixon,
there is no reason that leaps to mind
for CBS ignoring that defamation.
It has made available for itself
multifarious devices for expressing the
views of management: and it would be
reassuring to hear a spokesman for
CBS, wherever, reassuring its listeners
that it believes in the presumption of
innocence even when the defendant Is
the President of the United State*.
The Watergate business, meanwhile,
has without question become more
serious than it was a few months ago
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Since the election things happened to
change that What happened is what
one might call the Profumo Factor. In
1963, John Profumo. a member of the
Macmillan cabinet, was rumored to be
engaged in sexual activity.
AS WITH WATERGATE ten years
later, the public didn't particularly
care. The circumstances did bring on a
confrontation at which Profumo.
looking Harold Macmillan in the face,
said: I am innocent.
Macmillan took Profumo's word, as
English gentlemen are schooled to do.
and vouched for Profumo's innocence
to his cabinet and to the Parliament
When it transpired that in fact
Profumo had lied, the resulting
embarrassment transformed his sin
from one of the flesh to one of the
spirit, and Macmillan s government
very nearly fell.
It If the Profumo Factor that has
elevated Watergate to a serious
challenge to the Nixon Administration
However preposterous, not to say
venal, it is to countenance the von
Hoffmans who leap happily to the
conclusion that Nixon is personally
guilty of everything that was done on
his behalf, the question is now openopened by James McCord-who else
was involved.
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DURING THE FIRST period it was
largely dismissed by the American
people as trivial.
One could almost hear the voter say
that if anyone wanted to risk a jail
sentence in order to tap conversations
between Larry O'Brien and Frank
Mankiewicz-well. everyone should be
free to be his own kinky self.
The pollsters established that the
desperate effort ol the McGovern
forces to transmute Watergate from
the hot-foot harassment of the political
opposition it was then acknowledged by
the voters as being, into a watershed of
national morality was nothing less than
rank polemical opportunism.

•"■'

IT IS MCCORDS allegation that
others than the convicted were
involved. More Americans now care
than did when it was only mischief they
saw as having been done.
They care that lies have allegedly
been spoken, and they want to know
who spoke them and they want those
who did speak them to suffer a condign
punishment for the faith placed in
them by their supporters who were
willing to take their word.
It ha* become a matter of national
principle to discover who lied, and to
whom.
■*ti|l»i S-w-KInt twlwi Sr-*«

'I WAS ALWAYS THANKFUL HE WASNT A POLITICAL CARTOONIST!
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leftovers at thieu's bash
By Nicholas von Hoffmu
The hors d'oeuvres were spread out
on tables between which two ice
dragons melted slowly while a fountain
played
There was no music but there were a
couple of free bars where the guests
could drink as much Chivas Regal and
Jack Daniels Black Label as they could
put down and still walk away.
The reception at the slightly classier
of Washington's two not-very-classy
Hiltons was being put on by the
Ambassador of the Republic of
Vietnam, as the cardboard invitations
with the raised letters said, in honor of
his boss. General Thieu The invitees
were the General's best American
friends, plus a few ringers who crashed
the gates by using invitations sent to
others; and if all that whiskey, cold
shrimp and lukewarm egg rolls cost a
lot of money, for once it wasn't being
banked in Switzerland.
AMONG THE RINGERS there was
some discussion as to whether or not
the dough to pay for this feed had been
shipped from Washington to Saigon and
then back to Washington, or if it had
simply been sent over from the
Treasury to the Hilton.
The question was left unresolved
when the General entered the
ballroom, and the hundreds of guests
clapped, possibly because Thieu had.
unlike our more thrifty allies, decided
to buy American.
The General had a large entourage
with him. He had his own secret
service guys who act like American

so they say
Navy Atasral Ehao R. ZuwaM Jr..
wb. received latleaal newealay after
akiligreahel- ktaatag the first
weaaaa admiral, Aleae Daerfc,
com meats o. kstslBg:
"You should have recalled that
nobody reaches the place I'm at
without kissing a lot of admirals."

secret service guys-standing around,
bulgy suit jackets unbuttoned, their
hands clasped, thumbs together, just
under their belt buckles. He had his
wife and his finance minister. Pham
Kim Gnoc. who the Americans used to
say in the good old days when Saigon
was our town was "a clever little
bugger" because he spoke English.
He had his nephew. Hoang Due Nha.
with him too. Nha's mother is a big
rice merchant in Nhatrang, and her
boy is the General's Americanologist
with an office that has six telephones
and a library containing a complete set
of World Almanacs.
BESIDES THIEU there were a lot of
other generals around the joint like Ed
Lansdale, the famous American
counter-insurgent, who poured sand in
the gas'tanks of Hanoi's municipal
buses after the 1954 Geneva Agreement
when the forces of anti-Communism
were evacuating south to set up the
political entity over which Thieu now
rules.
The world's most handsome general,
the
foxy-looking
William
Westmoreland, was also in attendance
wearing his basic black dinner jacket
with but one modest ribbon. If Westy's
chest were bare of its customary rows
of decorations, those grapefruit-sized.
24 carat legion d'honneur sunbursts on
the uniforms of the South Vietnamese
officers may account for the
devaluation of the American dollar.
Naturally there were a lot of other
old Indian fighters there, like expacification chief Robert Komer. a
chap who made many a yaller-sk in bite
the dust. So also was former American
Ambassador to Saigon Ellsworth
Bunker, but there were some puzzlers
in the crowd.
HOW DID THE WOMAN who was
circulating through the ballroom
saying she made a career of busting up
stockholders meetings get there?
And what of the lady in the long
yellow dress and the matching turban
who said. "I'm going to be on an
exercising machine on top of the health
float in the Cherry Blossom Parade
with the two Mr. Americas, the white
one and the black one. trying to

encourage the over-39's not to give
up."
IT WASNT SURPRISING to see
Secretary of Defense Elliot
Richardson, and it was satisfying to
watch him being buffeted by the
protruding belly of the Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of
the Republic of Nicaragua. His
Excellency. Dr. Guillermo SevillaSacasa
The Ambassador was trying to get
close enough to the Secretary to tell
him something -perhaps news of
another acquisition of a South
American country by ITT or Nixon
campaign contributor Robert Vescobut. alas, his girth made an intimate
exchange of state secrets impossible.
That combative old divine. Carl
Mclntire. got his picture taken shaking
hands with Thieu as did the de rigueur
POW. a skinny sergeant who did not
look as though he'd recovered from his
Viet Cong incarceration. It was enough
to have him there.
No one had anything to say to him. it
being more fun to recount bow the
Russian Ambassador Anatoly
Dobrynin had once told the gross Dr.
Sevilla-Sacasa that the Americans
thought him so droll they thought he
should be stuffed and mounted.
IT WAS THAT SORT OF A relaxed
affair and if anybody was talking about
the B-52's being out and winging it over
Cambodia they were whispering. A
minister from a NATO country did
remark that. "The Cambodians fought
well under French officers but now
with their own?-phttt!"
The talk was not of this perfect little
gem of a purposeless war in which
children are the soldiers and the
civilians are the casualties.
In the weeks ahead many of the men
in the room may play a leading part in
it. but this evening they drifted off to
the banquet Thieu was giving for
Agnew. The waiters gobbled up the
leftover hors d'oeuvres. and the ice
dragons were left to drip away in
peace.
•MsMMJhM PtMHHM hataPM Sy«*-«.
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Ellsberg airs defense
LOS ANGELES (API Daniel ElUberg told jurors
in the Pentagon Papers trial
yesterday that his life's
work as a government researcher and war planner
was dedicated to "protecting and defending the national security of the United
Stales "

he read all the previous National Security Council documents which were relevant
He noted these were "very
closely guarded documents "
"Several of these assignments flowed from a personal discussion, a briefing,
with presidential advisor

Ellsberg. testifying in his
own defense, gave jurors details of his role as an advisor
to the Department of Defense on war plans.

Th.». two youngttan, bw«y at play en ih. monk.y ban, look tim. out just long
• nough to ••• what wot going on below them. The children are student! at
Oxford Elementary School in Cleveland Heights.

Recess

Goldwater

Fire station proposal refuted
Friday morning. Bartlett said he
wasn t in a position to take .i posi
tion" on the recommendation
HOWEVER, after talking to city
Fire Chief Howard Kutter after the
class. Bartlett said the one fire station concept is not acceptable to the
community
Bartlett said the major disadvantage of having one lire station east ot
the Penn Central railroad tracks
would be the dangers to homeowners
on the west side ol the tracks

THE BEATLES GREATEST
HITS
A Fantastic Four Album Set
2 Sets • Each a double album

1962-1966 and 1967-1970
including such hits as
• She Loves You
• Yesterday
• Can't Buy Me Love

• Penny Lane
• Hey Jude
• AN You Need is Love

He said maintaining only one fire
station in the city would save the city
about (200.000 a year, but couldn't be
justified because of the safety of west
side city residents
Bartlett said the study proposed the
slation be built on the east side of the
railroad tracks because of the possibility of a greater loss of life if a
lire broke out on the east side of the
city.
He said this was because of the density of population in the University
dormitories and in apartment com-

•
•

AT

•

Huge Selection of Spring Merchandise

"We Rent Formal Wear"

TOLEDO (API - As residents
continued to return to their homes in the
water-drenched Toledo suburb of Point
Place. Mayor Harry Kessler prepared
for immediate measures to stop any
future floods like the one experienced
earlier in the week
Kessler said he will approach city
council for monies to raise and repair
dikes which partially collapsed Monday
as windblown water from Lake Erie
spilled into a five-square mile area
causing the evacuation of more than
2,000 persons

Irish militants
BELFAST. Northern Ireland (API - A
new militant Protestant organization
emerged in Northern Ireland yesterday.
Calling itself Tara-the name of the
ancient seat of the high kings of Irelandthe group said it had been working
secretly underground for several years
and that its leaders commanded a
widespread network.
A proclamation which the group
circulated throughout Northern Ireland
demanded that the Roman Catholic
Church be declared an illegal
organization in the province 'because
for generations this evil thing has
blighted our land '
.

abortions, vasectomies and birth control
pills now are tax deductible, under a
new ruling by the Internal Revenue
Service i IRS).
An IRS spokesman said the deductions
could be claimed on 1972 income tax
returns, and that there was no ceiling on
the amount that could be claimed for
abortions and vasectomies.
But. the IRS spokesman said, the two
medical procedures still would fall
under tax regulations that permit
^deductions for only that portion of

SEE OUR NEW
LOCATION TODAY
518 E. Wooster St.

Residents return

Tax
deductions
WASHINGTON (API - The costs of

plexes in the second ward
THERE HAS been some controversy between the city and the University community over whether or
not the city could provide enough men
and equipment quickly enough to put
out a fire on campus if a train delayed
equipment from the main fire station.
In April. 1971. a train delayed a
truck from the main station seven or
eight minutes from getting to a fire at
the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity house
Damages in that fire totaled
1100,000

medical expenses amounting to three
per cent or more of annual income.

BOSTON I AP) - Sen Barry Uoldwater
says Republican candidates will lose all
over the country next year and the UOP
will be out of the White House in 1976
unless President Nixon arts now to clear
up the Watergate case
The Arizona Republican said in an
interview published yesterday by the
Christian Science Monitor the damage
done to Nixon's image by the case is
drying up financial contributions to the
GOP
"All of us who support Nixon are going
to be on the line in the 1974 election."
Uoldwater said. He added that he might
not support the President if he found out
Nixon had known of the bugging of
Democrat headquarters in Washington
but remained silent

IN THAT WORK, he said.

Mayor Charles Bartlett said this
week he does not support a recommendation by a study group that the
city operate only one fire station
Bartlett also said there is " no way '
that city council will approve the
study
A study prepared by the National
Loss Service Corp of Long Grove. Ill
and presented to council last week,
recommended the city operate only
one fire station, and that it be built on
the corner of Thurstin Avenue and
East Court Street
Speaking to a journalism class last

that plan as containing the
nation's
"general war
plans
Ellsberg said that a* a result of his discussion, the
plan was shown to Kennedy,
but that remark was
stricken from the record.
Ellsberg first took the
stand in his own defense
Tuesday.

newsnoTesi

He said he made his first
trip to Vietnam in 1961 as
part of a task force studying
"research and development
for limited war."
At one point. Ellsberg
said, he was called in to prepare a report documenting a
"basic view of all the war
plans of the United States"
for President John F.
Kennedy.

NawiflwfebrCari!

McGeorge Bundy in early
1861. in which I set forth to
him a number of problem
areas in presidential control,
among which was the fact
that no president and no Secretary of Defense has ever
been allowed to see the Joint
Strategic Plan." ElUberg
said
He had earlier described

:
J

STADIUM - VU
New Name

New Food

OPEN 7 DAYS-SUNDAYthru THURSDAY lla.m.-12p.m
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. -1 p.m.

THURSDAY SPECIAL

I An Affair & Fries
2

Reg.«i.15

ONLY 89°

ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

Stop in and check it out at

ROCK and SHOP
434 E. Woosttr

in the DQ Bldg.

Oxford House

Enjoy Good Living
in

Birchwood Place
Buckeye House
Mt. Vernon

UAO presents

TRY OUR OWN 30-DAY PLAN

Buddy
Rich

% WM Me 9iei4 !!!

Other Various Apartments and Houses
Now Leasing Spring, Summer, and Fall

and
His Band

eApvimints ait completely furnished, leedy to be occupied

•Utilities pad eicept eltcmc

eCarpmd halls and msidi entrances

•i shaped living dining aiea

eCtntial Gai an conditioning and heating with individual
apartment control!

•WaR to wall carpeling

•Kitchen* come equipped with gas ranges
disposal

food waste

•Gas equipped laundry .rea available in each apartment
bu riding

&iM .-/fi/i/wa/ietfi

Tickets on Sale
Union Ticket Office
*3.00 - *3.50 - *4.00

.Vote

ffleiny

-nJ ccefi(ed.'.'.'

•Sliding glass doois to balcony
■fast recovery gas water heating

•Outdoor Gas .jiil'» available to each building

•Twei beds m earn bedroom

•Ample oil street parking

•Built in vanity in hallway

•880 sq It pe' apartment

•linen closet

•2 bediooms

•Eicknive membership to IDs with party facilities, kit
chen/ba* indoor pool pool table

1 'A baths

Ttai.il in tne uoild'i moit modem equipn:en*.
lain up to $I55££ pt* month du\ing t\aining.
A^tii t\a<ning, tttumt uout civtujr. occupation and iti.ll
taan S2i00Sl • **500££ pen <jta\.
BASIC

Based On Four Man Rentals

12 mo. $60.00 mo. and 9 mo. - $65.00 mo.

IjUALlflCATlpMS

60 Stmtttt* IIOUM ot 10 Quaitci liouu ol tal<t iactoiu colltgt
CAt-dit.

Free Rap Session 6 p.m.
in Grand Ballroom the
day of the Concert

•Cable TV

•Insulated window glass

•Gas lighted entrance

fflie (DAio dtft't jVa/e'cna/ *8 uawt

•Sound conditioned initnoi

•Eitia laige closets

•Masonry eitenors with conciete block firewalls

April 15 — 8 p.m.
Grand Ballroom

650 6th St.
649 6th St.
802 6th St.

20/20 uncotnecteii viiion and in tound pinfiicat health.

Office at 4D s it Seventh and High Streets
Hours from 1-5 or by Appointment

Obtain a qualifying icoie on pilot entrance exam.
FOR UORl lHfOKUATlOH
•CALL N0»110 Tactical figlUtx Gioup: IH-ti16 Ext.36
TOLtVO LKPKISS AIRPORT - SUIANTOH, OHIO

Cell 352-9378 Days
352-7740 Evenings
352-7324 Other

4/Ib.lGNtwi Thunday April 12. 1973

Journalism Week opens Mon.
Burl Osborne. chief o( the
Associated
Press
(AP)
bureau in Ohio, will open the
third
annual
Journalism
Week with an address Monday night at 7 in the Pink
Dogwood Room. Union.
He will deliver the Grove
Patterson Address, named
in honor of a former editorin chief of The (Toledo)
Blade His talk is entitled
The
Associated
Press

Who Need* It?".
Osborne joined AP in I960
and served as assistant
bureau chief in Denver.
Colo, and bureau chief in
Louisville, Ky.
The talk will be followed
by the announcement of
award and scholarship recipients and a reception
The
Journalism
Week
events scheduled for Tuesday through Friday are

being sponsored by undergraduate journalism organizations
TUESDAY,
Marjorie
Schuster, editorial writer
for The Cleveland Press,
will speak on Journalism
A Woman's World
Schuster is the only female editorial writer in the
history
of
the
ScrippsHoward newspaper chain.

Religion cited as basis
of environmental crisis

MMi
Peter Gunter, profettor of philosophy at North Texas State
COrifl

University.

yesterday

tpoke

on

the

environmental

perspective* taken by conservationists and industrialists. His
EtniCS

,a c
" '* Ror' °'
tomorrow

'*"

Earth

Ethics conference which ends

Dr David (jriffin. professor of theology at the University of Dayton, said last
night religion is the basic
source of the environmental
crisis developed by Western
man
In a lecture for this week's
Karth F.tbics conference,
Dr Griffin said 17th and
18th century Christians took
a dualistic view of nature
He said they believed

nature was devoid of any
intrinsic value in itself, and
the only value natnre held
was the liMlnniflal vahse
it held for man.

Dr. Griffin u
man takes two
to nature. He called one
practical materialism, in
which man take* the attitude that only material
things are worth possessing
The other is exclusivistic

Ecological conflicts viewed
By Dennis Seeds
Staff Reporter
How do conservationists
differ with industrialists in
viewing the environment''
Peter Uunter. professor "I
philosophy at North Texas
State University, said at yes
terday's Earth Ktlncs ion
ference the conservationists
want a "valueless world ol
use," while industry wants a
useless world of value
tinnier is president ol the
Big Thicket Association, a
group trying to turn the Iti*
Thicket area in Texas into a
national park He used Hie
Big Thicket as an example
of the conflicts between
industry
and
eonserva
tionists

HI-: CALLED the Big
Thicket
the
biological
crossroads
ol
North
Ailiern ,i
noting Ih.il is
contains hundreds ol thou
sands ol species ol pi,ml mil

animal life
(■iiiiiiT said the struggle
for tl"' area Is among three
groups the
consei i .i
lionisls, the luinhei llulus
iry and real estate jgen
I'les
The lumbermen ,s.i\ II s
.ill nulil to ill! down Umbel
because it's not virgin Urn
IHT
he siiui The consei
unionist- -,i> ihe> n
i in
lerested in virginity bul in
ch,it i
I he conflict mlh the linn
her industry centers jround
the issue ol reforesting.

Soul Purpose
Sponsored by The Upper Room

Friday, April 13 8—12 p.m.
Free Admission

210 Math Science Bldg.

i. 11iir! said The lumbermen want to use (heir teehniuuc of
pine plantation
monoculture' and the con
servaliomsts
oppose
the
technique, he said
l:nder
the
procedure.
existing timber is cut down,
the land is bulldo/ed. and the
remaining
material
is
hurned I'ine trees, the only
species which can survivie
in the processed area, are
then crown, (iunter said
"THIS
CREATES
an
incredibly unstable ecosystem.' he said ' The pine
beetle thrives in pine monoculture, and insecticides are
nnly i partial deterrent The
only natural enemy of the
beetle are parasites, which
need hardwood species to

thrive "
The lumber industry has
said it will allow hardwood
species to be grown also,
t iiintci said
"This is using a biological
way to control predators,"
he said
Gunter said there are two
enemies of conservationists
and lumbermen-real estate
promoters and the southern
pine beetle
"I take them both to be of
equal intelligence," he said.
Karth Klines is sponsored
by the Environmental Studies (enter, the philosophy
department and the United
Christian Kellowship, with
funding from a federal grant
from the U.S. Office of
Environmental Education.

THE GOLDEN HEARTS WISH
TO CONGRATULATE THE
BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON ON THEIR NEWLY
ELECTED OFFICERS

Dr. darrett Hardin. professor of ecology at the University of California (Santa
Barbara
campus),
will
speak on "Sulking the Wild
Taboo" tonight at 8 in the
Grand Ballroom, Union

humanism, in which human
beings see only other human
beings as being valuable in
themselves.
He
added
everything else is weighed in
terms of its value to human
beings
Dr Griffin said the current environmental crisis
comes from an attitude that
"one ought to seek the
greatest number of material
goods for the greatest number of people."
He said during the Western
Renaissance,
man
began to turn toward nature.
Griffin added that man's
turning was lor control of
nature, not community with

Reduced prices Thurs. & Fri. on all
Tee's — Jerseys — Jackets
• Meet the national representative from Balfour
• See the Balfour Collection of Championship Sport Rings
—Nagurski's size 19 Ring
—Johnny Bench's World Series Ring
—The Knick's Championship Ring
—Nebraska's NCAA Championship Ring
—and many others—

He will speak at noon in
the Alumni Room. Union at
a luncheon and initiation
ceremony for the University
chapter of Kappa Tau Alpha,
national journalism honorary,

can-Courier
in
Findlay.
Hosts for the tour are Edwin
L Heminger. publisher, and
Thomas Wilson, executive
editor
In addition to the scheduled speakers, three other
journalists will speak in
journalism classes
. Pat
Englehart.
state
editor of the Akron Beacon
Journal, will be on campus
Wednesday

He said protest movements against exploitation
of nature have been impotent because their arguments have been too onesided for nature's sake

SCOTT AIKEN. foreign
news analyst for The Cincinnati Enquirer, will speak
at the Sigma Delta Chi dinner and initiation at 6 p in

The week of events is
sponsored by the School of
Journalism and coordinated
by Dr Joseph A Del Porto,
director

Chicanos learn publicity work
Mexican-American
community
workers, guidance counselors and field
supervisors are being trained in publicity techniques by Dr. Artemio H
Guillermo,
assistant
professor of
journalism.
Dr. Guillermo has been conducting
the publicity workshop twice a month
at the Toledo Board of Education.
Attending
the
workshop,
which
started last December, are IS individuals representing the Mexican-Ameri-

can Curriculum Office. La Raza Unida.
Guadalupe Center and the Catholic
Diocese of Toledo The participants
work with Spanish-speaking people in
Toledo and surrounding areas.
DR. GUILLERMO, who holds a
Ph.D. in communication from Syra
cuse University, has been training the
participants to handle publicity work
for their offices and organizations.
They have learned to prepare press
releases, direct mail, news letters.

posters, brochures and radio and television news
In addition. Dr
Guillermo has
planned a workshop to teach surveytechniques to enable the counselors tc
gather useful information
The workshop is sponsored by the
Mexican American Curriculum Office
l MM i > I of the Toledo Board of Education Martha Delgado. MACA community worker, is coordinating the
workshop

Sleep cool
1616 E

with
this
Sleepset

PHONE

DISCOUNT
1 DRUG STORES.

TAMPAX
SANITARY TAMPONS
Box of 40
Super or Regular
MFG. LIST $1.93
GRAYS EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE $1.44

At

Special reduced prices on official BGSU
Class Rings & Greek Jewelry

THURSDAY. Max Sonder
by of The Chicago SunTimes will speak on "Investigative Journalism in Chicago

JOURNALISM Week will
end Friday with a tour and
reception at The Republi-

it.

'4.50

Thurs. & Fri.

His speech, at 6 p.m. in
the Hospitality Motor Inn,
1800 Miami St., Toledo, is
sponsored by the Public
Relations Students Society
of America.
Reddicliffe's firm deals
with public relations consulting

The BGSU and University
of Toledo chapters and the
northwest Ohio professional
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi.
a professional journalism
honorary, are the sponsors

Sonderby is also director
of the Community News Service in Chicago and publisher of the Cook County
Jury Verdict Reporter, a
legal reporting service.

Nylon tricot
Red or Blue
Petite, Small & Med.

THE DEN

"CONSUMERISM"' will
be
discussed
Wednesday
night by Donald K Reddicliffe. senior vice president
of Harshe-Rotman & Druck.
Inc . of Chicago

Thursday at the Toledo
Press Club
His address is entitled
"Bamboo
Mountain-Why
Japan Could Go Nuclear."
Aiken has been a reporter
for the Agence FrancePresse. the Paris edition of
the New York Herald Tribune
and
Radio Free
Europe

LEWIS B Edwards, assistant managing editor of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, and
Bernard Judy, editorial editor of The (Toledo) Blade,
will be invited to speak in
journalism classes on Thursday

by

IS HERE

She also writes a weekly
column on state and local
matters
Sponsored by Women in
Communications, Inc., she
will speak at 7:30 p m. in 203
Hayes Hall

She <£owde*

MENNEN
SOF'STROKE
SHAVE CREAM
R£

GULAR, LIME, MENTHOL
11 OZ,
MFG. LIST $1.15
GRAYS EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 97«

NOW 69C

ARROW
HAND STAPLER

IVORY SOAP

NOW $1.09

BATH SIZE BAR
MFG. LIST 15«
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 13t

, )W

NOW LEASING

PORTFOLIO 6

GRIBBIN APARTMENTS

COVER DESIGNS
REGULAR 19«

150.00/month

| For Fall: (9 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

75.00/month

| For Fall: (12 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

65.00/month

810-815 Fourth Street
1 Bedroom Furnished
1 Bedroom Unfurnished

162.00/month
147.00/month

Air Conditioning - Lounge Facilities
Laundry Facilities
or see

10/890

ANACIN
ANALGESIC
TABLETS

BOTTLE OF 50
MFG. LIST 99t
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 79<

NOW 690
SALON FORMULA

All Apartments Fully Furnished
unless otherwise stated

CaM 354-1313

NOW

Apt 6, 835 Fourth

SUAVE HAIR SPRAY
FOR NORMAL
OR DRY HAIR

2 FOR 190

MICRIN

HYTONE

nSBSS&SSSS

For Summer:
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedrooms

352-7248

NOW $1.19

DC-66 PLIER - TYPE
WITH 1000 STAPLES
REGULAR $1.98

525 Ridg*

BOOSTER ST.

EXTRA STRENGTH
mWTHWASH & GARGLE
12 OZ.
MFG. LIST $1.29
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 89<

NOW 69C
GRAYS

STANN0US
FLOURIDE
TOOTHPASTE
7 0Z.
REGULAR 49(

NO n

2

FOR 700
ZIPP0
,
IGHTER FLUID

MFG. LIST 78*
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 7U

10 OZ.
MFG. LIST 59(
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE S6«

N0W49C

NOW 35C

13 02

Specials thru Sunday - Right s to limit Quantities

1
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A

SOUND /ASSOCIATES

THE

SOUND

SPECIALISTS

WEB
TIBS
10 AM TO 10 m
• BASF •MEMOREX • TDK • BRAUN • WOLLENSAK • BOZAK • RECTILINEAR • ONKYO • HARMON-KARDON • KLH<
UJ
UJ

z

o
2-

SOUND
SAVINGS

Z
UJ
Of

o
o
>
UJ

as

.IPITICAL
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN
NIKKO 2010 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
W/ALL TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY
(439.95) TWO JENSEN MODEL 1 AIR
SUSPENSION SPEAKERS ('48. EACH)
AND A BSR 310X AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE WITH CUEING AND ANTI SKATE
AND A MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE ('80.)
REG. '315.95. NOW-THE PRICE THAT
FITS

219

BEG.'54.95

J

z
H

248 SOUTH MAIN STREET

88

NOW 23
M r»ioi\ieen

SA-500

•

<
UJ

•

v

PIONEER SX-424 AM/FM SOLID STATE STEREO
RECEIVER MATCHED WITH A PAIR OF MARANTZ
IMPERIAL VII, 3-WAY SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER
PL-12D TURNTABLE W/CUEING, ANTI-SKATE AND
AN ADC-250XE DIAMOND CARTRIDGE. REG.
''527.85.

$

PRO-B-V
HEADPHONES
REG. *50.

NOW *W

$

Q^ia/v'teWcl
T-3500

STEREO CASSETTE DECK
REG.'199.95

9S

IKENWOOD

ST3600

STEREO TIMER |
REG. '329.95

9A
SU3604

a:

" REG.'399.95

•
<

Q

kardon

, STEREO AMP

ca

SPECIALBOTH UNITS '388**

NOW $68"
(WmorvEen

;.;-.v:-v.-.--!

•

REG.'99.95

95

PICKERING

O

o
z
UJ

ACOUSTIC
COMPUANCE
LOUDSPEAKERS

(HARD TO BEAT)

NOW 399

Q

KLH MODEL 33

NOW 349

O.O O 0"»0.

MIX TWO KLH 33 ACOUSTIC
COMPLIANCE
SPEAKERS WITH THE PERFORMANCE-PLUS OF A
KENWOOD KR 3200 AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER ADD A
GARRARD SL-72B TURNTABLE W/BASE, DUSTCOVER AND A PICKERING
P/ATE MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. REG. '549.75.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIHII mil'

Hi

l«K

z
z
Superex
UJ
UJ
>

NOW $33M

NIKKO

STEREO AMPLIFIER

X

SE-50 STEREOPHONES
REG. '49.95

S3

NOW $8888

QD ntoiMEEj?

Jensen

95

' i :I

REG.'119.95

-

«?£3§fifN

CiD PIONEER

<

UJ
C/5
UJ

-^^

•' I

Jensen

EL'

QUAD-4/CHANNEL MONSTROPHONIC WE MATCHED THE
HARMON-KARDON 75+ WITH
SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES,
FM MUTING AND SUPER LOWNOISE TUNING WITH 4 JENSEN
MODEL TWO 2-WAY SPKRS. FOR
OPTIMUM SMOOTHNESS AND
TONAL BLEND. QUAD IS A
WHOLE NEW WORLD. REG.
'591.00

NOW $148"
PACK OF 3
CASSETTES
REG. '9.80

NOW $529

NOW $4799S

GARRARD • SHURE • PICKERING • ADC • DYNACO • PANASONIC • NIKKO • BRAUN • WOLLENSAK* MARANTZ*

Drawing For $1000.00 worth of Stereo and Quad Components
COME IN AND REGISTER

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

ROLL IN TO BOWLING GREEN FOR STRAIGHT TALK IN STEREO
master charge

I

MIX & MATCH
SYSTEMS

AND A PRICE THAT FITS!
PHONE: 354-4322
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Darrow RA exchange
spurs positive reaction

Nazi deputy's
death confirmed
FRANKFURT. Germany
(AP) - Martin Bormann. a
Nazi phantom pursued
around the globe, was officially declared dead yesterday and taken off West Germany's most-wanted list.
Atty Gen. Horst Gauf said
a skeleton unearthed in West
Berlin last December was
with "absolute certainty"
that of Hitler's long-sought
deputy
"Martin Bormann died on
May 2. IMS. between 1 and 3
a.m. on the Invalidenstrasse
raidroad bridge in Berlin a
short tune after his accomplice Adolf Hitler. Gauf declared
HITLER committed suicide in his Russian-encircled
Berlin bunker on April 30
Glass splinters found in
the skull identified as Bormann s indicated that Bormann also committed suicide, biting into a glass
cyanide capsule to avoid
capture by the Russians
The attorney general's
report was accepted with
satisfaction by Bormann's
family, including his eight
children, newsmen were
told
Even Nazi war crimes expert Simon Wiesenthal said
he was 99 per cent convinced
that Bormann was dead, but
he expressed one per cent of
continuing doubt.
"There are still hairs in
the soup.'" Wiesenthal. who
attended the news conference, said

WIESENTHAL. who had
long maintained that Bormann probably escaped
from Berlin in 1945. raised
questions about the capsule
Bormann is believed to have
taken
Wiesenthal also expressed
doubts about the accuracy of
identifying Bormann's teeth
on the basis of sketches his
dentist made from memory
Except for the misplacement of a bridge in the
sketch, it jibed with the dentures found in the skull, one
of Gauf's deputies said.
Discovery of the skeleton
by workmen digging pipeline
trenches along a West Berlin
commuter rail line last
December, came when
author Ladislas Farago was
still making headlines with
his contention that Bormann
recently had been seen and
photographed as he crossed
into Argentina from Chile.

Residents of Darrow Hall,
the University's first coed
dormitory.
apparently
reacted positively to last
week's limited experiment
of placing men and women
on the same floor.
Two male and two female
resident advisors
I RAs
switched rooms last week to
expose themselves and other
Darrow residents to an
experiment in dormitory
living with members of the
opposite sex.

Newtpheto by Ihomm D. linden

Rock
concert

A member of the Deobie Brothers performs one of the group's
rock hits in Anderson Arena Tuesday night. The concert was
presented by Challenge '73 and Cultural Boost.

LAST WEEK'S RA exchange involved Judy
Belsam, junior
(A&Sl;
Brian Murray, senior

Doobie Brothers lack punch
Review by
David Fandray
The Doobie Brothers sure
do look good. They bounce
up on stage, tell you they're
going to rock n roll, and
move into their music with
joy and enthusiasm. They
look so professional that you
just want to let yourself go
and move with them.
Unfortunately, at the con-

cert held Tuesday evening at
Anderson Arena, the Doobie
Brothers did not produce a
sound thai justified the
enthusiasm they showed on
stage
The Doobie Brothers had
no punch. I sat watching
them, waiting lor their
sound to take me and shake
me to the rhythm Instead,
the sound just wallowed
around on stage

Personal finance course set
Personal
Finance
(Finance 4431. will be offered during the first summer session to students interested in learning how to
manage personal and family
financial matters.
The course, taught from
; the consumer viewpoint, in
; eludes budgeting expenditures;
borrowing
from
banks and other financial

Although Darrow Hall is
labeled a coed dormitory
and residents have 24-hour
visiting rights, men and
women still live on separate
floors

institutions, savings accounts, life, health, automobile and home insurance;
buying a home, and Investing in stocks, bonds and
mutual funds
There are no prerequisites, although enrollment is restricted lo nonbusiness majors.
The

course,

taught

by

August Ralston, assistant
professor of finance and
insurance, will emphasize
only those basic principles
of financial management
which apply to individuals
and households in managing
iinancialaflairs.
Discussions will give
some attention to "consumerism" in finance.

By the time Anderson
Arena's rafters took their
toll, all that was left of the
Doobies sound was a sludge
of rhythm guitar static with
vocals riding on top of it
Barely any bass or drum
work was audible. And it
seems that playing rock
without these essentials for
a solid rhythm is suicidal
THE DOOBIES must have
realized this since they have
two drummers. As I see it.
I he problem is an inadequate
sound system that cannot
meet the demands of a hall
.is cavernous as our gymnasium.
There was an obvious
effect on the crowd. Bowling
Green audiences are usually
clap-happy. At this concert,
however, they seldom found
a beat to clap along with.
The problems with the
sound obscured the fact that
the Doobies have one powerlul band Their stage presence was as positive as any

HOW TO WRITE HOkTIE
WITHOUT WRITIMG HOITIE

1 have seen in a rock performance
Besides looking as though
they find real pleasure in
their work, the Doobies
come across as people who
put effort into their music
■'art of
my disappointment in the sound was
the result ol nol being able
to hear the bass and drums
when 1 could see I hat these
musicians were working
hard enough to make their
parts lit into the songs
THE VOCALS were
excellent Fortunately, the
strong lead vocals and threepart harmonies wire not
clouded by the guilai wash.
The Doobies' set was built
around concise
snugs .i
pleasant change in Ibsat
days of superstar extended
jamming numbers
If the band hadn't convinced me earlier in the set
that it has the stage mastery
of a pro lock band, the final
song would have been
enough to convince me.
With all the pretense any

one could ask for. the Doobie
Brothers set off smoke
bombs and turned on strobe
lights This is what live rock
is made of.
They may need a new
sound system or a little
practice at playing in barns,
but the Doobies are just all
right-oh yeah.

I B.A.I; Angela Cornelia,
sophomore I Ed. I; and Bob
Valtman. sophomore (Ed.).
"It was a good change."
Cornelia said. "It was a
change for the residents and
a change for the RAs."
Cornelia, who plans lo
work as an RA in Darrow
again next year, said sne
volunteered for the exchange because she thought
the experience would help
make her a "better RA " and
more able to handle the special problems that arise in a
coed dormitory.
She said the only problem
she encountered during the
exchange was being forced
to use the bathroom facilities on one of the women's
floors
Valtman. who also plans
to work as a Darrow RA
next year, said the exchange
worked fairly well
He said he became
acquainted with all the
women on his temporary
floor and that the exchange
stimulated interaction between his permanent floor
and his host floor to some
extent
BELSAM SAID the exchange was successful and
fun.
In the past. Belsam had
noise problems with the men
living above her own floor,
but she said the exchange
was a good way for her and
the male residents causing

the earlier noise problems to
get to know each other.
She said she wanted the
experience of working in the
exchange program in case
the Darrow staff decides to
house men and women on
the same floors next year.
"If it's the last thing I do,
1 want to get coed floors."
she said.
Murray called the present
Darrow set-up "primarily a
social thing "
"We really don't live together, but we work together on government and
we don't have to rely on
other dormitories for interaction with males and females "
MURRAY supported
attempts to house men and
women on the same floor,
but he preferred to keep the
sexes separated in different
wings of the building
He said the RA exchange
was not a really different
experience for him because
he has three sisters. "It
wasn't new for me to see
girls running around in their
nightgowns." he said.
Darrow residents received
a survey last Friday asking
for reactions to the RA exchange and interest in coed
floors next year
Ed Johnson. Darrow hall
director, said results from
the first half of the surveys
indicated positive reactions
to the exchange

Proposal requests hike
in minimum wage rate
WASHINGTON (API The Nixon administration
Tuesday proposed that the
minimum wage be increased
from $ 1 60 an hour to S2 30
over a three-year period
The proposal was coupled
with a request for a lower
wage for teenage workers
that produced sharp criticism and some discomfort
for Secretary of Labor I'eter

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

J Brennan at a congressional hearing

Brennan of his Senate testimony

Brennan, who opposed a
youth differential when he
appeared before the Senate
Labor Committee for his
confirmation hearing last
January urged Congress
Tuesday to adopt one.
"Since I've been involved
in looking into this job I see
a problem in youth employment. " Brennan told Rep
JohnH Dent (D-Pa l, chairman of the House Labor Subcommittee, who reminded

At that time, Brennan had
said of teenage workers; "If
they are going to perform
the same responsibilities. I
flo not see why there should
be any difference in the
rate."
I don't consider this your
proposal." said Dent of the
new recommendation, "but
that of an administration
that shows little concern for
those who need it most.

Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
(based on 4 person occupancy)

•
•
•
•
•

• Facilities include
V/2 baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool

GO
Diana Ross
But Actress
Nommt*

2£a

nson

A nuin of iwwo driven wild'

TO

Contact Our Rental Agent at

WMAffOf

741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12,1-5,7-11 Everyday but Wed.

Bates and Springer Inc.

Don t foftt to it*
AOout you' wwoa*
*,«*- $tw*ot CAIM

£

Academy Awards

ANTHONY
QUMN
YAPHET

Best Actress

0

M SCS-7101
fw Sen Then

DOMINO'S
Super -r
unday J-is

This Sunday April 15
at DOMINO'S
You ve got to write home There's no way to get
out of it if you want to keep your mother from
calling missing persons So, you might as
well make it easy on yourself Instead of
picking up a pen, pick up a Pocket —a little
Kodak pocket Instamatic camera Take some
pictures and when you get them bock, pick
out a nice one. turn it over, address it, put on an
8 cent stamp and drop it in the mailbox Just
like a postcard. Your mother will never notice
you didn't write much on the back

$

1.00 off any Large
Pepperoni, Mushroom, or Double Cheese
Pizza.
. KODAK POCKET
InSTiHTlslTK CtimEMS.

Call Domino's 352-5221
For another great Domino's Special

Domirto's, The Pizza People, Period.
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Children learn why they move
By ROM Heine
Makeup Editor
There are no volleyball
nets or whistles used in the
physical education classes
at Crim Elementary School.
Instead of focusing only on
how to throw a ball, the
program at I rim also
focuses on why a person
moves his arm a certain
way to put the ball in
motion
The program, coordinated
and directed by I)r Bette
Logsdon.
University
professor of health, physical
education and recreation, is
designed to teach children
why they move as they learn
how to move.
GEARED toward the
child as an individual with
unique physical capabilities,
the lessons involve the child
making decisions along
general
movement
guidelines provided by the
teacher
We want the child not to
do his own thing, but to
make his own thing." Dr.
Logsdon said
She explained that the
program is centered on the
educational theory that the
child must develop his

ttamtftmf by CarlSaM
r nySICUl
■
.,

Playing with bman bagi it only a port of IrM physical •ducaWon program at Oim Elementary School, whoro children loam

education

*h» „. w.n a. how -ih*v >«»•

2 students guilty in book theft
Campus Safely arrested
two students Friday, one for
petty larceny and one for receiving stolen properly in
connection with the theft of
a book from a lounge in
Treadway Hall
Gloria Clinton, sophomore
(Ed I. was charged with
petty larceny and Alberla
Blackmon. freshman i Ed I,
was charged uilli lecemng
stolen property
Both pleaded guilty in
Municipal Court Friday
Municipal Judge II Richard
Dunipace fined each woman
$100 and sentenced each to
10 days in jail, with seven
days suspended on condition
of probation until Julv I.
1976
On Sunday, a grand larceny i theft ol more than $60
in value i was reported to
police A cigarette machine

in Memorial Hall was
broken into and the contents
taken
Monday Campus Safety
arrested Karen Fletcher,
freshman iB A I, for obtaining property of value by
lalse pretense Police said
she laid false claim to a bicycle at the bicycle storage
area near the Maintenance
Bldg She was fined (50 in
Municipal Court
WBGll-TV
reported
several 4' x 8 risers worth
$258 were missing from the
TV studio on Troupe Street
Friday However the risers
were found Tuesday.
The) apparently had been
taken by refuse collectors
who thought the risers were
intended to be thrown out
The equipment was too
damaged to be used and was

Second

SELF-DEFENSE
5 Week Course starting

declared a property loss
Police investigated a
breaking and entering at the
property room of Joe E
Brown Theatre, which
occurred sometime Monday
or Tuesday. Entry was
gained by breaking a door
screen and turning the inside
doorknob
Two thefts were reported
to police on Tuesday. In the

first one. a resident of
McDonald West reported
her bicycle which had been
parked since last summer
outside the dormitory, was
missing last week
At 8 30 p m Tuesday.
Bruce Bajec. freshman
'H \
reported his 1*6
Chevrolet Nova was stolen
li mil Lot 6 He estimated the
value of the car at $400

DURING A 20-minule
session Friday morning with
kindergarteners. University
student Kirby Scott, senior
(Ed), guided (he class

The s(uden(s seemed
unaware (ha( they were
being watched by a half
dozen people from Ken(
Slate University and videotaped by another educator
They moved freely from
high lupnght) positions to
low positions at (he speed
Scott suggested
Following the session with
the kindergarteners. Dr.
Logsdon taught a session of
level one EMU children
about resilient landings and
change of dirccdon
During (ho first half ol the

20 minute class, they
jumped over thinly rolled
newspapers resting on
wooden blocks one foot high
and landed upright For the
last 1U minutes of class, (hey
went into front, back and
sideways rolls from their
upright landing positions
The diverse range of
individual ability was noticableinlheEMRclass.
"What they accomplish is
reladve (o their motor
capacity at the time."
explained Dr Logsdon She
said she is hoping all
students experience success
in the "learning environment with movement

Teaching award
nominations open
Nominations are now
being accepted for the DM
ting II is hod
Teach inn

Awards
Any student, faculty member or administrator may
nominate a full time faculty
member who has been al (he
University three years and
who has taugh( a minimum
of (wo sections during (he
l.isl [all winter quarters
Criteria include effective
performance as a teacher

i teaching techniques, advising, rapport with students i and enrichment of
instruction through scholarship
Nominations should be
sent to Mark Hammel. Student Body Organization. 405
student Services Bldg. Each
nominator should include his
name, address and phone
number
Deadline is Wednesday.
April 18.

Three days left to save

10% to 50% off many items
at old location
Today's Hobbies — Tomorrow's Heirlooms

FIX YOUR OWN CAR!
- Just 6 min. west of B.G. on US Rt. 6
Now - the place every do-it-yourself auto
mechanic has been looking for. A dry, heated, fully
equipped garage for your use.
We
• DRV. HEATED WORK SPACES
• HVDRAUUC JACK
• PORTABLE ENCMt HOIST
• JACK STUBS
•DRAM PMS
•CREEPER

•SMAU TOOLS AVJUUUU
•AIRCOMPRESSOR
• WORK BUCMWTTN VISE
• VACUUM MMBI
• EXTENSION LIGHTS

•TrSCIUNCa
• UECTRtC DRILL
' WASH AREA WITH BUCKETS
.atCTRBIUrTfJl/SAJetR
• TWWC LICrTT
• EACH AKALVZER

YOU-DO-IT GARAGE
OPEN 9 A.M. TIL 11 P.M. 7 DAYS A WEEK

The World Students Association invites all
those who have artistic talent related to other
cultures to participate in the International
Talent Show to be on April 24.

THE CLASSES al Crim
School also provide a
demonstration area where
the program may be viewed
by those in teacher
education programs and
personnel from community
school systems
Dr. Logsdon said she has
between 500-600 visitors
every quarter Educators
from Georgia.
Pennsylvania. Michigan. California
and all parts of Ohio have
visited the classes
"We are stressing that
this is an emerging
curriculum." Dr Logsdon
said "It cannot be copied
per se because the needs of
every child are different '
Class sessions for kindergarten and first grade
students last 20 minutes
Second
through sixth
graders have 30-minute
sessions. There are also
sessions for educably
mentally retarded (EMRi
students.
Each lesson plan consists
of a
general focus
statement, list of objectives,
tasks for the teacher to
suggest to the students and a
list of conditions for the
teacher to emphasize and
observe.

toward understanding (he
difference be(ween slow and
last movement

166 N. Main — corner of Court

For Info. Call 354-2795

Show Tour
International Talents

lo

THE FRENCH KNOT will be in
its new location

at
201 HAYES
Everyone Welcome

••THEY
LEARN
body
management in both
planned and unexpected
situations." she said
Established three years
ago. the program was set up
al Crim to provide a laboratory allowing University
faculty to put educational
theory into practice
Dr. Logsdon said il also
provides a place where the
faculty and students
enrolled in elementary
physical education courses
could design and work out a
physical
education
curriculum together.
Until this year, the
physical education major
was oriented toward
secondary education, she
said
However, the physical
education and recreation
department established a
program with a concentration in elementary
physical education as well
as one with a concentration
in secondary physical education to provide University
students more options.
The elementary physical
education concentration
involves 37 credit hours and
provides experience with the

movement approach
physical education

On April 16

Sunday April 15,
5 P.M.
Cost s10

ability to reason and adjust
to the problems imposed by
his surroundings
The children are first
taught how to move their
bodies in an open area. They
then learn to make use of
equipment, ranging from
bean bags to balance beams,
in their movements and to
relate their movements to
those of other students in the
class
l'r Logsdon said through
this type of program, the
students acquire "a variety
of skills to satisfy
problems." instead of one
physical skill

- PHONE 669-7252

LOW RATES
•1.00/hour

DRY STORAGE @
'8.00/month

WITH THIS AD
SPECIAL GET
ACQUAINTED OFFER

20% WSCQUHT

nheuser • Busch, Inc
St. Louis, Mo.

TN6 V GO
TOGETHER
A McDonald s Hamburger, fries and an icy cold (•VCMF They taste great logether
Come lo Ihmkot it they taste pretty good apart too" ""

MX-

1050 S. Main
&

1470E.Wooster
(across Irom Harshman)

A try out will be held on Thur., April 12 at 7
P.M. in the Graduate Center.

RT PISANELLOS
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Placement interviews, April 24-27
Sign-up for the following
job interviews will begin
Monday. April 16. in the
forum.
Student
Services
Bldg. Sign-up for non-school
schedules (business, government) will be from 12:301:30 p.m. and school schedules from 4-5 p. m A data
sheet or resume must be
presented at the time of
sign-up

BUSINESS

and Fabrics I

LA w/some

knowledge
of
retailing.
Econ.
and
Bus
Adm
w/some knowledge of retailing
April 27
General Adjustment Bureau.
Inc -Adjuster
Trainees
BS, MBA. Bus
Mgmt . Mktg . Acctg Applicants should be peopleoriented,
aggressive
and
independent
Openings in
Ohio. Ind . Ill and Mich

April 24

SCHOOLS
The May Co -Jr
Executive Trainees in Merchandising. Prefer Mktg.. Hetailing. Home Ec (Textiles

April 24
Bucvius

City

Schools.

Bus

Ohio-B/Elem
Ed..
Ed and Spec Ed.

Euclid
Public Schools,
Ohio-Elem. -Primary
and
Intermediate.
Sec.-lnstru
Music. Vocal Music, Home
Ec.Sci. Math and Bus.

April 25
North
Union
Local
Schools. Ohio-BDE or 10E
Bus Instructor-HS, EMRHS. Jr. H. Primary, N.H.Elem..
Librian-HS.
Guidance-female
preferred.
Math. Art. Elem Vocal In
.ii n Music combination. Jr.
H Band/Asst SH Band, Jr.
mil Sr. H-Vocal-male preferred Math-Jr H Princi-

pal/6111
grade
teacher.
Elemtary Principal.
Medina
City
Schools.
Ohio-Elem.
and Jr.
H
Music-Vocal. Instm.. Dist.
Ed.. Elem
Piqua City School District,
Ohio-Sr. H-Guidance Counselor, Sr. IIComp Bus., Jr.
H and Elem-EMR. See Eng., Music (Combination
Vocal
and
Instru.),
Math Sn Combination (IPS
and Jr H Math), Elem. 1-6.
Washington Local Schools,
Ohio-Elem. Vocal Music-female preferred, Sec. Vocal
Music male preferred, male
and female Elem. PE (1-7).
Elem Ed-EMR. Bus Ed..

Nixon revives pension proposal
WASHINGTON
(API President Nixon yesterday
revived
administration
proposals
for
improving
federal pension laws to
assure American workers
a secure and comlorlable
income in their retirement
years "
Organized
labor
said
Nixon's plan, outlined in a
message
to
Congress,
offered nothing new and
vowed to oppose it as in the
past
The President's recommendations included safeguarding
or
vesting
of
pension rights of workers
who leave their jobs before
retirement, a tax incentive
for workers not covered by

a

employer plans to set aside
funds for retirement, and
liberalized tax benefits for
the self-employed
who
establish their own pension
plans
NOT INCLUDED were
two ideas advocated by
labor to provide federal
insurance to protect the
pensions of workers who
now
suffer
when
their
employers
go out
of
business,
and
to
allow
workers
to carry
their
pension benefits with them
when they change jobs
The rhetoric is good.'
declared
AKL-CIO
President George Meany.
but
the proposals do

The
Side Door
present's

JIM LYNCH
8:30- 11:00

April 13 & 14
—Cardinal Room-

nothing for those already
retired, nothing to protect
the integrity of pension
lunds when the corporate
entity is terminated, nothing
for workers who have
devoted a lifetime to their
jobs and are now nearing
(heir retirement age.
In his legislative message.
Nixon said he would offer
within a few days two bills,
the Retirement Benefits Tax

Act and
the
Employee
Benefits Protection Act.
The chief executive also
recommended
liberalizing
tax benefits to the selfemployed who set up their
own pension plans, raising
their tax deductible contributions from the present
12,500 a year limit, or 10 per
cent of income, to 97.500 or
15 per cent, whichever is
less.

Planner to explain
pop architecture
Denise Scott Brown, an architect and planner, will speak
on "Pop Architecture: Its Meanings. Its Values and Its
H'uture. at 7 tonight in 204 Fine Arts Bldg
Trained in South Africa and England. Brown holds
masters degrees in architecture and city planning from the
University of Pennsylvania.
She has taught at the University of California at Berkeley.
Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, the University of
Pennsylvania and at Hice and Yale universities.
She is now a partner in the firm of Venturi and Rauch of
Philadelphia.
Brown said
her designs,
considered
unorthodox by many architects, reflect the complexity and
ambiguity ol contemporary civilization.
Brown's talk is sponsored by the Center for the Study of
Popular Culture, the industrial education and technology
and sociology departments, and the School of Art.

Set, Guidance, Art. Elem.
Ed.

on Vocal. NoSoc. Stu . Eng..
PE.

London City Schools, Ohio"Elem. 1-4; Jr. H EMR,
Art. Primary, Middle School
5-6,
Chem./Physics
Combination, 7-8 grades;
Music, Middle School and
Jr. H, Sr H Music, emphasis

South
Euclid-Lyndhurst,
Ohio-Mr.
H-Ind.
Artt,
Comp
Sci.
(Earth Sci..
Chctn.. Physical Sci I, Elementary.

April 26

South
Euclid-Lyndhurst.
Ohio- "See April 25 listing.
North Allegheny School
District. Pa.-"Bus. Ed
Home Ec. Elem-Art, Library Sci.. Music

Ohio-B Speech and Hearing
Therapist only.

April 27

KEY:
'Evening
"Evening Also

Mercer

County

AGENCIES
None

Schools.

Only

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Co*

59 Realm of an
eastern ruler.
61 Like Lucifer.
62 Nullified.
63 In one's true

ACROSS
I T«M0.
7 AuMin or Pierre.
II Former kingdom
of Spain.
15 Salad fruil.
16 (lily in Orrion.
17 Allark verbally.
18 Slept for wall
(limbing.
10 River into the
Kay of Bi*ray.
21 John Boyd __,
Nobel peace
priie winner.
22 A few.
23 I h .i.i. River
birds.
21 rlnimy'n COIIMII.
23 Country on the

61 Followed.
DOWN
1 Clergyman*!
position,

2 Judged.
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
10
11

i i-|ii.ni

26 Exclamation of
di-helief.
27 Listening devise.
2*> One of the
Leagues: Abbr.
10 1'ncas' enemy.
32 Vegetable.
35 Utter repeatedly.
37 Object d'art.
ID Redan.
11 Klbowroom.
13 State: Abbr.
11 Women's lib.
member.
ItS Treat.
17 Help.
IH Vital force.
Til Ready for action.
53 Diamond used
for industrial
purposed.

12
13
14
20
23
24
28
30
31

Purloined.
Spare.
Ivy Leaguer.
Take<home pay.
Country dwelling.
Reluctant.
Barber's lign.
Peruvian rily.
Social
prohibition.
Beautify.
Londoner's
truck.
Designer Oleg.
Where Waikiki
ii.
Tiff.
Part of a forest.
Secular cleric in
France.
Consort.
Humiliation.

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

33 Baroque,
34
36
38
39
42
45
47

Bore.
Plentiful.
Covered a cake.
Cos*iped.
Catamount.
Swallow.
Away from the
mouth: Zool.
lit Slight slip.
1<> Faultless.

54 Buile.

50 Loud: Mu».

53 ** . the impossible. .."
36 (.hamois-like
animal of Asia.
57 Daughter of
Leonles, in
"Winter's Talr."

52 Go back to a
former condition.
55 Fat in splendor.
56 Leslie Caron role.
58 Beaver's work.
60
culpa.

THE WIZARD OF ID

by Br.nl parkar and Johnny hart

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515E.WOOSTER

free this weekend

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

FALL LEASES
(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)

Allyn Apts. And
Bumpus Dahms Apts. -

309 & 801
5th St.

•
•
•
•

121 & 131
State St.

2 Bedroom Units
Close to Campus
24 Hr. Office Hrs. 1 days week
9 to 12 month Leases

Rental Office.- Falcon Plaza Motel
Call 353-9863
352-1973

IF YOU'VE GOT BROAD
SHOULDERS WE'D LIKE
A WORD WITH YOU
— Check the boxes that apply
D I can take a load of responsibility
□ I'm worth $20,000,50,000, or more a
year of anybody's money

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE
CALL

352-7444

-<mo^ CLASSIFIED —«***«-

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday. April 11. 1973
The U G School ol Self Defense will meel in 212 Women's
Rldg .16 30 pm

THINK EUROPE
QQ

UAO

There will be a Women s Intramural Tennis Meeting at 7
pm in 201 Women's Bids;

PERSONALS

The B G S C Karale Club will meet in the North Kasi
Room ol Commons al 7-9 pm today and Friday

ENAMEL COFFEE POTS,
cups to match The Working
Hand Crali Center, sis
Comeaut

Theatre Unbound Student Activities present The
Automobile Graveyard" lA student production) at the
Forum of Student Services al I pm. today and Friday
Free
Pentecostal Bible class will meet in the t'CF Center al 9
P™

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Wanted used 10 or 5 speed
bike. Call Bill. 352 5029

Information in UAO Office
SEEKING EMPLOYMENT

RIDES
Ride needed to and from
Ohio I this weekend 352
•773
Desperately need ride lo
O U. Fri.. April 11 Call 1713016

SERVICES OFFERED

D I'd like to know more about a career
with MONY
If you checked the above
statements, sign up Monday
April 16, to interview on Thurs.
April 19, with

MONY
MUTUAL Of

Available NOW

Full-time or Part-time
Openings
which offer a

Rewarding Future
For more information
Contact:

NIW YORK

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Sign up sheet in Placement Office

WAYNE W.SNYDER
Ph-358-7362 Anytime

are 21. an attractive,
talented KIT I apply lor this
prestige position at Holiday
Inn Weal. Healberdowns 4
Reynolds in Toledo between
10am 12pm or 4pm 6pm
Sat lOamzpm Ask lot Miss
Nanci Smith

Now giving guitar lessons in
my home 351-1405
Child care In my home Ph
Sl-8379
Experienced Typist Term
papers, theses, etc Call 372

LOST
Lost F Keeshound gray
pup w/bl. face, bi collar
w/rabK* tag. Answers lo
Char 352 5166 or 35287B
Reward
Lost: Large pure while M
cat k> N Merry 4 E Merry
area. Reward 3524020
Children's pel 4 mo old M
Norwegian Elkhouad Black
4 fray. Reward 154=413
altar 11

Lost One hal on ride from
Fla Bob-»2 7821
Lost Moo eve While gold
girl's watch- Call 171-41*1

Needed
Volunteers who
will be in B G this summer
to work on Crisis Phone
Call 352-7M7
All our deluxe pizzas have
been reduced in price
Pisancllo s Pizza
OAF- The Alpha Sigs an
really proud of your pinning
toA-Chi-OGail
Auto Repair. VW 4
Domestic Lyric Auto. 455 S
Main 352 7031

HELP WANTED
We need evening entertainment. Banjo 4 piano player.
Capable of carrying a singalong Play Wed . Fri 4 Sal
eves Call 352-1707 alter II
am
Paid little league umpires
for entire summer in B.C.
Phone 351-5413
Waitress wanted Pagliai's
Pizza Apply in person. 1004
S Main
SC EC looking for people
to answer phones during
telethon for Cerebral Palsy
on Sat. April 14. 10 pm
Sun April 15. 9 pm 406 Ed
any hours Call Joan 171-5117
or Judy 172-4610
Instructor (WSII and life
guard needed al Grand
Rapids pool (12 mm. from
B.G I for summer For
further lafocaUtn-MH.
Cocktail hostesses Can you
stag? Play a musical isatrvmeat' Be one ol Big Al s
Gals in Toledo's newest
on lo open If you

Run Rah. Huh Rah Ruh Rah
Ree Xi's say thaiu for the
roarln' tea'
St nave the happiest 21ml
birthday. Your roomie S 2
Applications for 1971-74 BG
NEWS Editor and Business
Manager are now available
106 University Hall Must be
submitted by Wed . April 18
Creads Congratulations on
your engagement to Jim
In is is one April you II never
forget1 Your K D Sisters

many extras
Yamaha lnduro
354-7311

71 160
Alter 4.

63 Chevy, best oiler 3S20781 alter 6

Reduced lor sum only Two
3 bdrm duplex (urn. all util
pd ISO based on 5 occ . 855 4
occ. M0 J ore F only
Lease deposit no pels 352
5310

Karman Ghia in good
mechanical condition and a
new 5 piece Slingerljnd
drum set Call 2 1991

Rent summer A Frames
720-1 till St 3 br All knout
pine Relax while at school
353-1902

67 Dodge Coronet lor sale
Excellent condition out 1
burnt talve 1700 Call 152
74Ma(ler5 10 pm

HOUSES i APTS FOR
RENT CALLS1-9J7I

Gibson amp. H5.152-3406
1970 Honda 176.1100 mi . like
new Ph 2S« 3511 between 6
8pm
Acoustic guitar
352-7345

140

Brown 62 Chevy Bisrayne
1130 Call Bob after 9 352
9151
1967 Fiat 114 I dr Mn Fair
cond Asking S3O0 Call 372
3605 alter 6 pm
1965 Mustang, new brakes,
clutch, headers. Hurst 4
speed
1400 or best
offer irade 352-6800
Shore Vocal Master PA
System Brand new Must
sell 182 4661
12 week old. Irish Setter,
male, registered. M5 Call
352-77SI alter 5 30pm

Choice quiet rooms lor men
Fall or sum I double. 1
single Sleldtmann &3-7S74

M Chev 6 cyl std 352 0554
Mw. 5-7

I male roommate needed tor
spring quarter Call 352-5066

1971 Suzuki 90 cc trials bike
8275. call I7S4JI14

Available fall 4 summer
leases. Close lo campus
Phone 352 1973 3SJ9663

71 J5S Honda Scrambler.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER 4 FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS. CALL
352-0164 M.W F 15pm
Teachers, grad students
young working people- lurn
2 bdrm apt for summer
Ph 352-8161 mornings
Needed.
1
Female
roommate for next year.
Haven House Call 352-5943
Need 1-2 F summer and or
fall 850 mo Call 372 4135
HOUSES 4 APTS FOR
RENT CALLM1-937I
F rml needed nest year
7ta 4 Muville. J51-7761

FOR RENT
HOUSES 4 APTS FOR
RENT CALL 352 9378

FOR SALE

ItOSVWBul Ph »um

Apts for summer 4 fall
rental 1 Mock from campus,
call 3S3 4673 before 5 pm or
353 3143 alter 6 pm

Call

Live Easter Bunnies' Call
SI 7904 or 141-877

VR17 Dynamic skis lor
sale. Mb cm. cheap, call SHIM?

Apts and rooms lor sum 4
tail. Near campus Ph 3527X5

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER 4 FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS. CALL
351-0144 M.W.F, 1-J pm

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER 4 FALL FOR
APPOINTMENTS. CALL
3S2-01K. M.W.F. 1-Spm
LARGE 1 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH JM-7M5

THURSTIN MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
Needed 1 F Grad to share
2-bdrm apt. sum and or
next year Call 172-atll

Thunrfoy. *P»" 12. 1*73, TK. BG N.wt/Pog. 9

Provides emotional support

Group aids pregnant women
ByMarciaCwft
Emotional Material Pregnancy Aid. Inc. (EMPAI is
not a "right to life" group or
a direct abortion referral
agency.
Instead, it is a program
designed to give pregnant
women emotional support.
Dr Peter A Facione.
EMPA coordinator and
chairman of the University's
philosophy department, described EMPA as a "helping
hand."

Marian Mwgraw (Uft). an Engl™h professor at Miami Uni
vanity (Ohio), hold* an after-doss discussion with Mm* of
"•* students. Musgrav* will be en campus Tuesday, April 17,
Is ipoofc on Triangles in Blo<k and Whit*: Interracial Sexual
Hoitility and Aggression in Black literature.' Sponsored by
the English deportment, the will speak at 7:30 p.m. m 110
Ivtintu Administration Bldg.

Sp © OK ©r

"WE REALIZE women
who are pregnant have distressing emotional problems." be said.
So EMPA was formed to

provide help and understanding for problems occurring before, during and
after delivery.
The organization will
refer clients to clinics and
other sources ol medical
help and will help them
establish a line of communication to legal aid. counseling and housing.
KM PA also gives information about alternatives to
abortion, but its organizers
claim it is not a "right to
life" group.
"We take no stand on
abortion as a group, other
than being committed to exploring every alternative
open." Or Facione said
He said EMPA does not

Beer flowing at campus pubs
By Terry Ryu
Associated Press Writer
For generations of college
students, a cold beer meant
a trip to the local "college"
bar or spiriting a bulky
brown bag into the dorm
But times are changing
Spurred by widespread

lowering of the legal
drinking age. colleges
across the country are
opening places on campus
where students can drink
Almost without exception,
they simply are called "the
pub."
Most of the campus bars
serve only beer and wine

Twenty-five cents for 12
ounces of beer is standard, a
price usually slightly lower
than off-campus establishments
College officials hold the
liquor licenses in most
cases, but student organizations own and operate a
lew.

PRINCETON University
opened a pub last month,
located in an old library
building next to the new
library.
"They come pouring out of
there and over here like
lemmings at 11 o'clock,"
said Bernard Gavin, the

Computer hours cut
University computer operations will be reduced
tomorrow through April 18 while additional equipment is being installed.
The following schedules list the hours the facilities will be open in the Math-Science and Business

Administration buildings and the available tournarounds for student jobs.
The Tuesday and Wednesday schedules are tentative.

A RECENT SURVEY ol
429 colleges, roughly one
fifth of those in the nation,
found that 102 have a place
on campus where students
can drink.

HOURS OF OPERATION. APRIL IS-18
Date

Business Administration Bldg

Math-Science Bldg

8a.m. to 5pm
8 a.m. to noon
closed
8a.m. toSp.m.
8a.m. toSp.m.
8 a.m. to & p.m.

8a.m. to5p.m.
noon to 4 p.m.
7-11 p.m.
8a.m to5p m.
8a.m. to5p in
8 am tor>p in

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

They range limn a beer
tap in the cafeteria at the
University of Northern Iowa
to a full bar atop the new
student union building on the
University of Wisconsin's
Milwaukee campus.
Forty-one per cent of the
schools with bars did not
have them four years ago.
The survey was conducted
by Robert Rainville,
director of the student union
building at the University of
Rhode Island.

TURNAROUNDS, APRIL 13-18
Math-Science Bldg

Business Administration Bldg

Drop off by:

Pick up after:

Drop off by:

Pick up after:

5p.m.
4pm
5 p.m.
5 p.m.

noon Saturday
7 p m Sunday
9 a.m. Tuesday
9 a.m. Thursday

5 p.m. Friday
noon Saturday
5p.m. Monday
5 p.m. Wednesday

9a.m. Saturday
8 a.m. Monday
9 a.m. Tuesday
9 a.m. Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday

university official who runs
the pub
Like most campus pubs,
the Princeton establishment
sells pizza and sandwiches
It has pool tables, live music
on weekends, and even a
female students' bouncer
"The university decided it
would ratlier provide a place
here for the kids to drink
instead of having them drive
someplace else,'' said
Gavin.
Since 1971. when the
voting age in federal
elections was lowered to 18,
the legal age for drinking
alcoholic beverage has been
lowered in 19 states.
Another dozen states are
expected to do so by July.

Bill proposed to ban handguns
COLUMBUS
(API Thirty-six bills plus a proposal to outlaw handguns
were introduced into the
Ohio General Assembly yesterday as it raced toward an
April 18 deadline for introduction of new measures.
After that date, proposals
can be introduced orily by
approval of members. The
Democratic leadership in
the House is shooting lor an
Aug. 1 date for adjournment.
In floor action, the Senate
authorized a select committee to make recommendations in a dispute over one of
its seats and passed a bill
protecting endangered species of wildlife.
REP. HARRY J. Lehman
iD-18 Shaker Heights!
offered the constitutional
amendment proposal to put
before the voters in November the ban on handguns.
If approved by both houses
and the voters, the measure
would outlaw not only the

sale but the manufacture
and use of handguns within
the state after Jan. 1.1975.
It would leave up to the
General Assembly to determine the legal definition of a
handgun and provide an
exception lor law enforcement officers.
Lehman, who has six
Democrat co-sponsors on
the bill, noted that murders
and crimes of violence are
on the increase throughout
the state
"I BELIEVE that the
complete abolition of handguns will restore security to
our homes, safety in our
streets and sanity to law
enforcement administration." he said.
The Senate approved by
voice vote the resolution
naming a select committee
to study the election dispute
between Sen. Gene D. Slagle
tD-26 Gallon i and former
Sen. Robin T. Turner of
Marion.

Slagle defeated Turner by
152 votes last November but
Turner has asked for a new
election in Marion County,
claiming that names were
not properly rotated on the
ballot there
The bill requiring the chief
of the Division of Wildlife to
adopt rules protecting endangered species of wildlife
was approved 30-1. It now
goes to the Senate.
THE PROTECTION of
wild animals law. would be
extended to include wild
mammals, non-game birds,
mollusks, crustaceans,
amphibians and reptiles.
The bill also would remove blue pike from the
commercial fish category,
meaning it could no longer

be taken by commercial
fishermen.
A bill that would pave the
way for 24-hour liquor sales
was introduced into the
House by Rep. George D
Tablack(D-52 Campbell!

It would forbid the Ohio
Liquor Control Commission
from setting hours for the
sale of liquor and would repeal the 1 a.m. closing time
for hotels and restaurants
using a D-3 permit.

:: all the dope you'll
need for a Europe hip.
■Ml «"•»■
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Qt. Coke Night

Applications For 1973-74

BG News
EDITOR AND BUSINESS
MANAGER ARE NOW

Tonite 25$

AVAILABLE

On any order of pizza.

reg. 35$

106 University Hall
Must be submitted by

Wed. April 18

Domino's

352-5221

make direct referrals to
abortion clinics because it
does not have information
about any of the clinics.
The organisation has been
contacted by persons who
perform abortions, but Dr.
Facione said the records ol
these agencies have been
deliberately destroyed because EMPA members believe "these people are in it
to make money."
"OUR CONCERN is the
individual person." he said
"We realize that people are
emotionally disturbed and in

great need at this time, and
they will not be helped by
wild-eyed persons referring
to social upheaval and political change "
Any adult in the Wood
County area may volunteer
to work in the EMPA office.
All volunteers must complete a 10-week training program with Dr. Roman G.
Carek. assistant professor at
the University Counseling
Center.
Dr. Facione said the program tries to teach volunteers how to listen to and
empathize with people.

EMPA services are free
and open to anyone in the
Wood County area, including
University students. Identity
ol clients is confidential.
The EMPA office is in 216
Bank of Wood County Bldg.
on South Main Street. Office
hours are Monday. 11 a.m. to
1 p in ; Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday, 6-9 p.m.; and
Friday. 3-5 p.m. Telephone
number is 352-6236.
Any contributions to the
organization should be
mailed to the EMPA office
in care of Dr. Allen White.

10/Th.BG

Thursday, Aorfl 12, 1*73

Macdonald shares limelight
is gathering a collection of
honors to supplement AilAmerican awards in cross
country and indoor track.
At this rate of improvement, the gangly Macdonald
may even become the next
in the line of BG's bigtime
runners.
He has impressive
credentials: freshman comost valuable in cross
country...ran leg on indoor
NCAA distance medley
relay
champions,
1972... third in Mid-American
Conference mile. 1972...AllOhio cross country
champion, 1972... 12th in
NCAA cross country last
fall.
He qualified for the NCAA
indoor finals in the mile and
distance medley this year,
and two weeks ago won the
three mile in the opening
outdoor track competition
with Toledo.
Last week at the Kentucky
Relays he ran legs on the
Falcons distance medley
and four-mile relay
championship teams.

By Daa Cosseaay
A11I1U.I Sport! Editor
Like
most
other
University track and cross
country runners, Craig
Macdonald has to take a
backseat in publicity as long
as there's a Sid Sink or Dave
WotUe around to get all the
attention.
Even his coach. Mel
Brodt. admits it.
"Craig's in the shadow of
Wottle." be said, "which
isn't a bad show shadow to
be in but..."

Rule courtesy of News s«cvic«
Croig Macdonald ran a 4:05 mil* a year 090,
whin this photo wai taken and now hopes lo
bocom* BG's third tub-four minute mrlor. Tho
Falcons host Miami University and Kent Stato
Saturday.

Brodt didn't need to go on.
As long as Sink hangs on as a
graduate assistant and
Wottle is eligible to run for
the Falcons, Macdonald will
probably stay in the background with the rest of his
teammates.
IN FACT, FEW people are
aware of his accomplishments outside track diehards and jock-lovers.
However, the 6', 140-pound
junior from Setauket. N.Y.,

Extra bases

j Knox back in minors
By Bob MOOD. Staff Writer
Former Falcon John Knox is about to embark on another
season with the Toledo Mud Hens of the International
League after being in Detroit Tiger training camp for most
of the spring
Knox. who was up briefly with the Tigers last season,
batting 077 in 13 at-bats. is a prime candidate to take over
eventually for the Tigers' aging second basemen. Dick
McAuliife (33) and Tony Taylor 137).
Last season for the Mud Hens. Knox hit 294 in 113 games
with one home run and 22 runs batted in.
He holds a host of records for his career with the Falcons,
including the team single-season mark for most runs (37)
and hits (44). He also has the team career mark for at-bats
(347). runs (87). and hits (109)
In addition, Knox owns the Mid-American Conference
single-season records for runs (17) and bases-on-balls (14).
and the MAC career mark for at-bats 1133) and runs (39 1

•••

THROUGH It GAMES, Gary Haas is leading the Falcons
in hitting with a .436 average, followed by Dave Fox at .341
and Bill Pitlman at 308
Mark Ammons tops the team in runs batted in with six.
while Haas leads in hits with 17 and doubles (three) and is
tied with Dick Selgo in runs-scored with five.
As yet, no Falcon has hit a triple and Ammons is the only
player to hit a home run. Pittman and Tim Pettorini are tied
for the stolen base lead with three.
As a team, the Falcons are hitting .229 with 40 runs, 89 hits
and97RBI's
Pitching-wise. Ric Richmond still owns a 0.00 earned-run
average in 15 innings. The righthander from Montpelier has
given up only three hits and five walks while striking out six
Kip Young has a 1 06 ERA in 17 innings. He's allowed
seven hits, eight walks and struck out nine
In 22 innings. Dan Hebel has a 2.45 ERA. giving up 16 hits
and 10 walks while whiffing 15
Mike Frilling owns a 2 50 ERA in 18 innings. He's given up
18 hits, seven walks and 16 strike-outs.
Collectively, the Falcon hurlers have a 3.13 ERA in 103.6
innings, having allowed 36 earned runs (42 overall) on 78 hits

while walking 54 and striking out 65.
Opposing teams are hitting 223 against the Falcons while
enemy pitchers have a combined EHA of 2.14.
see

ALTHOUGH THE BAT of Kent State's Mike Patrick
would be an asset to most college baseball lineups. Flashes
coach Art Welch, prefers to keep the pitcher on the bench on
non-pitching days.
"He's our best pitcher and 1 don't want to wear his arm
out by playing him every day," said Welch. "He can play
first base, but our regular first baseman (Jack Holl) is
hitting .444. Patrick will continue to be our number one
pinch hitter, however."
TUESDAY'S POSTPONED GAMES with Michigan would
have marked the only time this season that the Falcons
would have been able to use the designated pinch hitter in
their lineup
The Big Ten is using the controversial 10th man this year
on an experimental basis. Although it does not apply to nonconference games, the Falcons and Wolverines agreed to
play the games using the rule.

Former
professional
basketball star Wayne
Embry and Olympic gold
medalist Tommie Smith will
speak at the University next
week as part of a two-day
symposium on athletics.
"What's Happening
A
New Revolution in Sports"
will be the theme of the
symposium. sponsored by
the University athletic
department, the health and
physical education department and the Black Student
Union.
The symposium is being
coordinated by Bob
Simmons, academic advisor

in the athletic department,
and Sandy Robinson,
counselor in the student
development office.
Embry. general manager
of the Milwaukee Bucks of
the National Basketball
Association, will speak
Wednesday. April 18. in the
Grand Ballroom. Union
SMITH. ASSISTANT athletic director and head track
coach at Oberlin College,
will talk Thursday, April 19.
at 7 p.m. in the Amani
Room. Commons
The public is invited to
attend the events, which will
include question and answer
periods following the talks.

WOOSTER. O.-The
Bowling Green lacrosse
team picked up its second
league victory as it rolled
over Wooster College, 12-6,
at Wooster, yesterday.
BG opened the scoring
when co-captain l.eil Elsmo
scored on a pass from Verne
Zabek. The goal came 12:55
into the first quarter.
Eighteen seconds later
another BG shot found its
mark. This time en captain

Embry,
a
Miami
University graduate, ranks
as one of the all-time best
basketball players in the
Mid-American Conference.
He was a five-time
selection to the NBA Ml
Star team during an 11-year
career with Cincinnati.
Boston and Milwaukee He
became Milwaukee general
manager last March and
recently was made a vice
president of the Bucks
organization.
Smith holds the world
record for the 220-yard dash,
set in 19M. In 1968. be won
the Olympic gold medal in
the 220 at Mexico City. His
performance was climaxed

Playoffs resume
By the Associated Press
New York's hot-handed
Rangers open the Stanley
Cup semifinals tonight
against Chicago while Philadelphia and bruised favorite
Montreal will be trying to
lock up first-round series.
The Rangers have
Broadway abuzz after
erasing the defending champion Boston Bruins 4-1 in
their opening series Nav,
York becomes a heavy pick
to handle the Black Hawks
at the next plateau
Chicago plays at borne

against the Rangers in the
opening game of the best-ofseven series that will decide
one of the finalists in the National Hockey League playoffs
MEANWHILE. Montreal's Canadiens-who lost
only 10 regular season
games-have dropped two
straight to supercharged
Buffalo and now face game
number six on the Sabres'
ice.
The Kasl Division champs
were shocked in a 3-2 overtime game Tuesday night at

WARD MELVILLE
DIDN'T have an outdoor
track, so Macdonald concentrated on bis cross
country skills. During his
last season he won the state
championship and an
invitation to BG.
Why did be come to BG
without having seen the
place?
"I wanted to get away
from home," he joked. "No,
it's a good running school.
It's got a good reputation
because of Sink and Wottle.
"The Mid-American
Conference is pretty well
known," Macdonald added,
"especially in cross
country."

As a freshman. Macdonald
tied Rick Schnittker for
most valuable frosh
performer. Then he broke
the BG freshman record in
the indoor two mile. He
capped the season with a
sixth place finish in the conference outdoor six mile.
A year ago Macdonald
started the cross country
season strong, but then
suffered a stress fracture of
a bone in his right foot after
the Notre Dame Invitational
early in the campaign.
"I was just going good,
too." be said. "I didn't run
anymore cross country."
MACDONALD CAME
BACK though, to earn
indoor All-American honors.
"I was eager for
competition after my
injury," be said. "It took
hard running. I worked for
it. harder than I ever did
before."
Macdonald continued to
progress in cross country,
becoming BG's third All

American in that sport.
Ironically, he was supposed
to run behind senior
captains Tracy Elliott and
Steve Danforth during the
season.
"He did well in cross
country and didn't worry
about Elliott and Danforth,"
Brodt said. "He went ahead
and became the leader."
Brodt added that
Macdonald s 12th place out
of 241 finishers at the NCAA
'is nothing to sneeze at."
"It's too bad most people
seem to think only in terms
of first place," he said.
Macdonald did set some
firsts in cross country,
though. He and Danforth set
a varsity five-mile record of
24 minutes flat as the
Falcons won the Notre
Dame Invitational.
Then those two and Elliott
matched Sink's University
five-mile course record of
24.53 1
Brodt. who places team
performance
above
individual honors, said
Macdonald
typifies our
group as far as dedication to
the sport, and as far as
trying to be the best he
can."
"HE'S A REAL tough
competitor who has
performed better than be

r,„L Sin 1 ilin^lil

might have expected. I don't
know if he thought be would
do as well as be has." Brodt
said.
"He has similar dedication to that which moat
middle distances runners
have to have."
Brodt even compares him
to Sink and Wottle.
"Macdonaid's In between
Sink and Wottle as far as
type of runner," the Falcons
cinder coach said. "He runs
more like Sid than Dave.
"He's not as efficient as
Dave, but probably more so
than Sid. There'* a lot of
similarities and differences.
"Craig baa the third
fastest two mile we've had
indoors. Sid's first and
Dave's second. That's not
bad. being third behind those
two."
Sink and Wottle. The
magical names that are
always mentioned.
"I think I'll ran in their
shadow until Wottle
graduates (this spring)."
Macdonald said. "I wasn't in
their shadow in cross
country (last fall) because
they didn't run then.
"It doesn't bother me,
though. Naturally if you
can't be number one, you
want to be number two.''
MACDONALD, WHO will
try to become BG's third
sub-four.minute miler this
spring, combines the
running style of Sid and
Wottle. the most famous
kicker to hit the TV screen. .
"There's a kicker and a
pacer in each race."
Macdonald said. A pacer
will try to burn everyone
else out, and the-kicker will
band on till the end.
"I guess I'm a pacer, but
I'm a pretty good kicker-1
kick from farther out than
Wottle I can't wait till the
last 220 or I'd get blown
out."
He hasn't been blown out
the first two weekends of the
outdoor season, in fact, if

the four-mile relay was ran
at the NCAA. BG would
have a good shot at winning
R0
"There are no relays at
the NCAA, but relays are
nice," Macdonald said. "We
think we have a pretty good
(oar-mile relay team and we
think we should do pretty
good in national times.
"Brodt's the main force in
getting us in condition. He
tells you you can do it if
you're in shape and be just
asks you to do your best."
Macdonald,
called
"Spider" by his teammates,
said be got the tag possibly
because of the way be
sometimes runs.
"I've Improved on my
style but it (Spider) has
stuck. Friends at home call
me Mac."
WHAT ABOUT THE infrequent references to Hock?
(Macdonald is said to bear a
resemblance to Huck Finn).
"I don't like that name."
be admitted. "Nobody ever
calls me that."
He said be also didn't like
the fact BG got little
recognition in indoor track
and somewhat in cross
country.
But things might change,
at least for Macdonald.
"He ran a 4:05.1 mile here
last year," Brodt said. "It
remains to be seen bow far
be progresses from last
year."
And bow much recognition
he'll earn from now on.

sports

Lacrosse team dumps Wooster, 12-6
Bob Decker scored on an
assist from sophomore
attackman BUI Grimes.
The Fighting Scots scored
their first goal 10:35 into the
first period. Wooster's Jim
Robinson scored the unassisted goal.
With 4:55 left in the first
quarter. Paul Wayne connected on an unassisted
goal
Wooster picked up the
first goal in the second

Embry here next Wed.
News Special

He's a coming track star,
and the amazing part is, be
came lo BG as a walk-on.
Macdonald got a letter
from BG after he appeared
in Sports Illustrated's
"Faces In the Crowd" his
senior year at Ward Melville
high school in New York.

the Montreal Forum and are
now fretting over what was
once a 3-0 edge in the series.
Philadelphia's Flyers
whipped Minnesota in
another 3-2 overtime thriller
to take a 3-2 lead in their
match-up.
Minnesota gets a crack at
evening it up at home
tonight
The survivors of the Montreal-Buffalo and Minnesota Philadelphia series will
square off in the Stanley Cup
semi-finals for the spot
opposite the Ranger-Black
Hawk winner.

by the famous closed-fist
salute on the victory stand.
After a professional football tryout and a short stint
of high school coaching.
Smith was hired at Oberlin
in 1972 as part of the progressive athletic program
administered by athletic
director Jack Scott.

period as Terry Schmidt
scored from Bo McCafferty
at 14:12.
Junior Cal Utzman scored
his second goal of the season
when he tallied an
unassisted marker with
10:02 left in the first half.
Elsmo landed his second
goal of the game as be
scored on a pass from
Grimes. The score came
with 7:45 left in the first
half.
WITH t:M to go in the
first half. Wooster's Scott
Anderson scored on a pass
from McCafferty.
When the third quarter
opened, the Fighting Scots
pulled within one goal as
Terry Schmidt put one past
BG goalie Pat Collura. The

score came at 14:08.
But the Falcons showed no
mercy, picking up five goals
in the third period.
Decker started the third
period scoring barrage with
13:10 remaining in the
period. Zabek was on the
assist.
Ten seconds later (13:00)
Decker scored again. This
time freshman John
Gawaluck was in on the
assist.
The next score for the
Falcons came from Decker
again, assisted by Zabek.
The Fighting Scots had not
scored since the opening
minute of the third quarter.
With less than two
minutes left in the third
period, Zabek punched In a
goal, assisted by Grimes.

The time of the goal was
1:55.
With 0:53 left, Zabek
tallied again, assisted by
Grimes in the final score of
the quarter.
AT THE END of the third
period the Falcons had outscored the Scots five to one,
leading KM.
As the fourth period got
underway, again it was the
Wooster stickers that drew
first blood. Tom Price
scored for Wooster 30
seconds into the quarter.
Jamie Thomas was given
the assist on the goal. The
Grimes from Zabek
combination accounted for
BG's first score of the fourth
quarter. The goal came 8:15
into the last period of the

It was Bob Decker who
scored what was to be the
Falcons' last goal of the
game. It came at 5:30 and
was an unassisted play.
Decker finished the game
with high scoring honors
(five goals)
The Fighting Scots scored
the final goal of the game on
an unassisted play from
Tom Price.
For the Falcons, it was
the second straight Midwest
Lacrosse Association win.
BG now stands at 2-1
overall.
For Wooster's stickers, it
was the second straight
conference loss.
The Falcons travel to
Oberlin College Saturday to
take on the Yeomen in a
MLAgame.

AL baseball
'quickies'
By the Associated Press
Designated hitter Tommy
Davis, a former two-time
batting champion, doubled
borne Don Baylor in the 12th
inning yesterday as
Baltimore spoiled the
Detroit Tigers' borne opener
3-1 before 46.389 in
American League baseball.
Angel Mangual hit a threerun homer as world
champion Oakland smashed
Chicago 12-2 for its first 1973
victory in the White Sox'
borne opener.
Sox Knuckballer Wilbur
Wood took the defeat.
Mel Stottlemyre fired a
two-hitter to beat
Cleveland's Gaylord Perry
as the New York Yankees
rolled to their first victory
of the season, 4-0. after four
straight losses.
The game drew only 5.059
spectators.
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